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iAbstract
We investigate the lattice discretization uncertainties on the expectation value of ve-dimensional
energy density hE(t)i, which is dened by the Yang-Mills gradient ow and then determine the
more accurate reference scale, which is required for the precision determination of physical
quantities from lattice QCD. For this propose, we rst propose the combination method, which
achieves tree-level O(a2) and O(a4) improvement on hE(t)i, in line with Fodor et al. [22]. We
then nd that there are the lattice discretization uncertainties beyond the tree-level in the large
ow-time region, that correspond to the low-energy region of the renormalization scale. On the
other hand, in the smaller ow-time region, the higher orders of tree-level discretization correc-
tions become non-negligible. In order to suppress the higher orders of tree-level discretization
corrections, we secondly propose the full tree-level improvement method, which can eliminate all
orders of tree-level lattice discretization corrections on the quantity of t2hE(t)i. We demonstrate
the feasibility of our method by numerical simulations and advocate a new reference scale
p
t0:11
which oers us to more accurately evaluate the absolute scale on each dimensionful physical
quantity measured in all subsequent lattice QCD calculations. There are several prospects on
the future research based on the full tree-level improvement method. In this thesis, we consider
that an application of the full tree-level improvement method to the expectation value of lattice
energy-momentum tensor (EMT) operator in pure Yang-Mills theory. Our improvement pro-
gram can be extended into the case of the full QCD and will provide a new way to understand
unresolved problems in QCD.
ii
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11 Introduction
All materials around us are composed of protons and neutrons that are made of quarks and
gluons. In fact, 99% of the ordinary matter mass in the universe is originated from the dynamics
of the quarks and gluons. The dynamical properties of quarks and gluons are described by the
theory of strong interaction, which is called, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Therefore, one
of the most essential problems in physics is to understand the quark-gluon dynamics from the
fundamental theory.
QCD is a non-Abelian gauge theory with the symmetry group SU(3) and its theoretical basis
was formulated in 1954 by Chen-Ning Frank Yang and Robert L. Mills [1]. One of the most
important characteristics in the non-Abelian gauge theory is asymptotic freedom [2][3]. At
higher energy scales, the strong coupling constant s becomes weaker as shown in Fig. 1 and
then the ordinary perturbative approach works. Therefore, the theoretical understanding of
very high energy phenomena, such as the deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (DIS) [5][6],
have achieved remarkable success on the basis of QCD. On the other hand, at low-energy scales
near the low-lying hadron masses ( 1GeV), the perturbation theories are no longer applicable
and the analytic study of QCD becomes extremely dicult. Indeed, the non-perturbative QCD
nature shows rich phenomena such as the connement of quarks and gluons and chiral symmetry
breaking. To understand the fascinating low-energy features in QCD, the non-perturbative
approach such as lattice gauge theory is essentially required.
Lattice QCD is a framework to understand the strongly coupled low energy sector of QCD
from rst principles [7]. By discretizing the four-dimensional space with a nite lattice spac-
ing a, lattice QCD simulations have revealed a lot of non-perturbative aspects of QCD up to
now. Hadron spectroscopy is one of signicant achievements in lattice QCD simulations [8][9].
Nowadays, lattice QCD is in a position to understand non-perturbative QCD and to predict
new physics beyond the standard model as numerical experiments. However, there are some
problems in current studies of lattice QCD to investigate the new physics beyond the standard
model with reliable accuracy comparable to the laboratory experiments.
One of such problems is the accuracy of the reference scale since the natural outputs from
　　　　　　　　　　
Figure 1: The behavior of strong coupling s as a function of the energy scale Q. The gure is
taken from Ref. [4].
2lattice QCD simulations are all dimensionless numbers, with physical dimensions are balanced
by the power of lattice spacing a. For example, in the case of a hadron mass Mh, one can only
evaluate the dimensionless combination aMh and then must introduce a dimensionful parameter
of a. The introduction of the physical scale is done by using some ducial mass, for an example,
the proton mass Mp, and setting the dimensionful a through an equation of a = (aMp)=Mexpt
with an experimental input Mexpt. Here, the lattice results of aMp is then called as a reference
scale. If the numerical results of aMp suer greatly from systematic uncertainties, all results
calculated in lattice QCD take over large systematic uncertainties. For this reason, the choice of
a reference scale is of central importance in lattice QCD. However, the hadron masses including
the proton mass that is the most natural scale for low-energy QCD, are not adequate choices due
to large statistical errors on their numerical results. Therefore, an alternative reference scale,
so-called the Sommer scale, is widely used for setting the physical scale onto numerical results
obtained in lattice QCD [10][11][12]. However, the systematic uncertainties involved in the
Sommer scale might inuence greatly on all simulated results. For example, the leptonic decay
constant fDs for the strange-charmed meson (Ds) in the HPQCD collaboration is roughly 3%
changed due to redetermination from old to new analysis for the Sommer scale [13][14]. The other
example is a roughly 20% change found in the two-avor -parameter of ALPHA collaboration
[15]. In these calculations, the size of systematical uncertainties already exceed that of the
statistical errors. Therefore, the new reference scale, which has much less uncertainties than the
Sommer scale, is required.
A candidate of the new reference scale is the value of some ow-time which is determined
in the Yang-Mills gradient ow method [16][17][18]. The Yang-Mills gradient ow is a kind of
diusion equation where the gauge elds A evolve smoothly as a function of ctitious ow-time
\t". Through the Yang-Mills gradient ow, the ordinary four-dimensional Yang-Mills theory is
mapped into the ve-dimensional theory with corresponding energy scale at  = 1=
p
8t. In the
owed Yang-Mills theory in the ve dimension, the local operators dened in the four-dimension
theory can be used for a determination of the reference scale with higher statistical accuracy
than the Sommer scale [19][20][21]. However, there is the problem of lattice discretization eect
for determination of the reliable reference scale by using the short ow-time t. The lattice
discretization eects cause the systematic uncertainties and thus one needs to control the eects
as much as possible to properly dene the new reference scale. If there are the systematic
uncertainties mainly stemming from the quantum eects, one can not subtract such eects in
the low-energy region. On the other hand, in the high-energy regime, the owed observable
only receives large but tree-level lattice discretization eects [22][23][24][25]. Therefore one can
use the short ow-time region to dene an accurate reference scale. Although a few types of
reference scale have been proposed by using the Yang-Mills gradient ow, all proposed scales
are basically dened in the intermediate or low energy regions and then hidden systematic
uncertainties stemming from the quantum eects are ignored.
Under the above circumstances, in this thesis, we will propose the full tree-level improvement
method, where one can eliminate all of large tree-level lattice discretization eects that are
eective in the high-energy region. The new improvement approach enables us to determine the
3new reference scale with much higher accuracy and also smaller simulation cost than the previous
methods. Furthermore, our improved method can be extended to the other applications of the
Yang-Mills gradient ow. The construction of the lattice energy-momentum tensor (EMT) is
one of the most important applications on the Yang-Mills gradient ow [26][27][28][29]. The
lattice discretization errors also aect the feasibility of the lattice EMT operator. We thus
extend our full tree-level improvement method to the lattice EMT operator and then discuss
the thermodynamic quantities.
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we will briey review the basic idea of lattice
QCD and some numerical methods needed to lattice simulations. The reference scale, which is
one of main topics in this thesis, is also explained in details in this chapter. Then, in Chapter 3
, we introduce the Yang-Mills gradient ow utilized in this thesis in order to determine the new
reference scale and evaluate the thermodynamic quantities with the lattice EMT. In Chapter
4, we will show how lattice discretization errors aect numerical results obtained through the
Yang-Mills gradient ow on the lattice in line with Ref. [22]. Then, we propose our original
tree-level improvement method that can control the tree-level discretization corrections up to
O(a2) or O(a4). In Chapter 5, we further develop the previous improvement method of achieving
the full tree-level improvement. By using the full tree-level improvement, we determine more
reliable reference scale. In Chapter 6, we extend our full tree-level improvement method to the
nite temperature system. We focus on two thermodynamic quantities, namely, entropy density
and interaction measure (trace anomaly) and eliminate the tree-level eects in two observables
perfectly. Finally, we summarize the main results of this thesis and then provide future per-
spectives in Chapter 7. Some of results shown in this thesis are summarized in publication
[25].
42 Lattice QCD
In this section, we rst give a brief review of lattice QCD formulations and summarize numer-
ical techniques used in the thesis. Then, we explain what is the reference scale in lattice QCD
and some problems of the currently adapted reference scale. As mentioned in the introduction,
one way to nd a more reliable reference scale is of main interest in this thesis.
2.1 Continuum QCD
QCD is the fundamental theory of the strong interaction which describes the dynamics of
quarks and gluons. The quark elds are represented by  f , where the index f runs over 1,
   , Nf . Here, Nf denotes the number of fermions. The gluon elds A are given by non-
Abelian gauge bosons as AaT
a, where the generators T a of the group SU(3) are represented by
traceless hermitian complex 3  3 matrices. The quantities T a satisfy the following relations:
Tr(T aT b) = 12
ab and [T a; T b] = ifabcT c.
The QCD action in the continuum Minkowski space-time is given by
SMQCD = SMG + SMF ; (2.1)
SMG =  
1
2
Z
dx4TrFF
 ; SMF =
NfX
f=1
Z
dx4  f (i
D  mf ) f ; (2.2)
where F and D denote the eld strength tensor and the covariant derivative, respectively.
They are dened as
F = @A   @A + ig[A; A ]; (2.3)
D = @   igA; (2.4)
where g is the gauge coupling constant of the strong interaction.
The gauge symmetry is one of fundamental properties of QCD Lagrangian. The QCD La-
grangian is thus invariant under the local SU(3) gauge transformations:
 (x)  !  0(x) = G(x) (x); (2.5)
 (x)  !  0(x) =  (x)G(x)y; (2.6)
A(x)  ! A0(x) = G(x)A(x)Gy(x) 
i
g
@G(x)Gy(x); (2.7)
where G(x) is an element of the group SU(3). Using a transformation parameter a(x), G(x) can
be given by G(x) = exp ( ia(x)T a) with the generators T a for the fundamental representation
of the group SU(3). Under the local gauge transformation, Eq.(2.3) and Eq.(2.4) transform in
the covariant way:
D(x)  ! D0(x) = G(x)D(x)G(x)y; (2.8)
F(x)  ! F 0 = G(x)F(x)G(x)y: (2.9)
5In this theory, the partition function Z can be given by the path integral:
Z =
Z
DAD fD  fei(SMG [A]+SMF [ f ;  f ]): (2.10)
The path integral can be regarded as the multiple integral over innite degrees of freedom, which
is impossible to be exactly solved in an analytical manner. To evaluate the path integral, we
rst discretize the four-dimensional space with a nite lattice spacing so as to approximate the
innite-multiple integral by nite-multiple one. Once the multiple integral is given, it can be
evaluated numerically. Since the exponential part in Eq.(2.10) provides a rapid oscillation in
the integrand, a requirement of the strict cancellation between opposite contributions makes
dicult to evaluate the path integral in numerical calculations. To settle the problem on such
cancellation, we use the Wick rotation (x0 !  ix4) and then the Minkowski integral turns into
an integration in Euclidean geometry. Under the Wick rotation, the oscillating weight factor eiS
are replaced by the real valued exponential as
iSMG
x0! ix4      !  SEG =  
1
2
Tr
Z
d4xFF ;  = 1; 2; 3; 4; (2.11)
and
iSMF
x0! ix4      !  SEF =  
NfX
f=1
Z
dx4  f (D +mf ) f : (2.12)
Thus, the partition function in the Euclidean space is given by
ZE =
Z
DAD fD  fe (SMG [A]+SMF [ f ;  f ]) =
Z
DA(detK[U ])Nf e SMG [A]: (2.13)
In the second equality, we have performed the Grassmann integral for the fermion elds
NfY
f
Z
D fD  fe   fK[U ] f = (detK[U ])Nf : (2.14)
In this way, we can avoid the strict cancellation problem which stems from the oscillation
weight factor eiS . Hereafter, we use the Euclidean formulation throughout this thesis unless
otherwise stated.
Note that the fermion determinant detK[U ] should be taken for all indices of matrix K,
namely, spin, avor and color, and space-time coordinates. Since an evaluation of the fermion
determinant requires extremely high computational cost, we use the quenched approximation or
pure Yang-Mills case as Nf = 0 in this thesis. In the approximation, the fermion determinant
part is replaced by 1 as (detK[U ])Nf = 1 and the eects of dynamical quarks are completely
omitted.
2.2 Lattice gauge action
In the previous section, we circumvent the problem of the oscillatory integral by using the
Wick rotation. We will next explain how to dene lattice QCD which approximates the con-
tinuum QCD with nite lattice spacing a. We can reformulate the QCD path integral, which
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of common quantities in the lattice QCD with nite lattice
spacing a. There are a link variable U(x), a plaquette variable U(x) and a Wilson loop
W (L=a; T=a) in L3  T lattice volume.
is numerically calculable on the lattice. Let us consider a four dimensional hyper-cubic lattice,
whose size is L3  T = (NSa)3  (NTa) where NS and NT represent numbers of spatial and
temporal sites on the lattice. We depict the lattice system composed of NS NT sites in Fig. 2.
In order to dene the QCD action on the lattice, we need to discretize the continuum QCD
action. At rst, we introduce the link variables corresponding to gauge elds on the lattice as
the following form:
U(x)  exp(iagA(x)) 2 SU(3); (2.15)
where ^ represents a vector pointing the direction of  with a length a and the position x is
given by x = na with site number n. For later purpose, we also dene the link variables for the
opposite direction as
U (x+ ^) = U y(x): (2.16)
As shown in Eq.(2.16), the link variables U(x) and U
y
(x) are the shortest Wilson lines on the
lattice and SU(3) matrixes connecting the neighboring sites x and x + ^. The variables U(x)
transform under the following gauge transformation as
U(x)! V (x)U(x)V y(x+ ^): (2.17)
The trace of the product of link variables along any closed loop is always gauge invariant under
the above transformation.
2.2.1 Wilson gauge action
In the section, we dene a simple form of the lattice QCD action by using the link variables.
The simplest gauge action, so-called the Wilson gauge action [7], is composed of plaquette
7variables. The plaquette variables are dened by the product of four link variables along an
elementary square:
U(x) = U(x)U(x+ ^)U
y
(x+ ^)U
y
 (x): (2.18)
The Wilson action is given in terms of the plaquette variables as
SWilsonG = 
X
x;<
h
1  Tr
6
(U(x) + U
y
(x))
i
; (2.19)
where  = 6:0=g20 is a normalization constant. In the naive continuum limit of a ! 0, the
plaquette variables are expressed as
U(x) = e
iagA(x)eiagA(x+^)e iagA(x+^)e iaA(x)
= exp (iga2F + a
3X3 + a
4X4 +O(a5)): (2.20)
Here, the second line of Eq.(2.20) is obtained by using the following relation
A(x+ ^) = A(x) + a@A(x) +O(a2); (2.21)
with the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula
eAeB = eA+B+
1
2
[A;B]+: (2.22)
The second and third terms X3 and X4 in the exponent represent the terms proportional to
T a which are the elements of the Lie algebra of the group SU(3). Thus, the trace of U is
written by
Tr U(x) = Tr[1 + iga
2F + a
3X3 + a
4X4   g
2a4
2
FF +O(a5)] (2.23)
= 3  g
2a4
2
TrFF +O(a6); (2.24)
where we use the traceless property of T a. There is no dimension-ve operator to keep both the
gauge and parity transformation invariances. These invariances are always required when we
construct the lattice action. Therefore, the leading discretization corrections start at order a6.
Finally, the Wilson gauge action is expressed as
SWilsonG = 
X
x;<
h
1  Tr
6
(U(x) + U
y
(x))
i
= a4
X
x
1
2
X
6=
TrFF +O(a6); (2.25)
which surely reduces to the Yang-Mills theory in the naive continuum limit of a! 0:
lim
a!0
SWilsonG =
1
2
Tr
Z
d4xFF : (2.26)
Note that the Wilson gauge action is not unique lattice action in the sense that one can add
arbitrary non-minimal terms, which keep gauge invariance and also vanish in the continuum
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Figure 3: Three possible forms of the closed Wilson loops with six link variables. It is called as
the rectangular (left), twister (center) and L-shape (right), respectively.
limit. Therefore, we can use the other lattice action with the non-minimal terms to reduce
the lattice discretization errors of O(a2) appeared as the O(a6) terms relative to the continuum
term proportional to a4 in Eq.(2.25). The O(a6) terms are often utilized for getting more precise
QCD results than the Wilson gauge action even at large lattice spacing. Note that simulations
with the smaller lattice spacing require high computational cost due to an increase of lattice size
L. Thus, it is crucial to control the O(a6) eects by adding extra terms to the Wilson gauge
action.
2.2.2 Improved lattice action
As described in the previous section, we can use other lattice gauge actions as long as the
action satises the gauge invariance and it goes to the correct action in the continuum limit.
In this section, we review two alternative types of gauge action which can reduce the leading
discretization errors that remains in the Wilson gauge action. As can be seen in Eq.(2.25), the
leading discretization errors start with O(a6) terms. The simplest way to remove the O(a2)
lattice artifacts is adding the extra Wilson loops composed of six link variables. There are three
possible forms of the closed Wilson loops with six link variables as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore,
the simplest improved gauge action can be written as
SImpG = 

c(4)(g2)S(4) +
3X
i=1
c
(6)
i (g
2)S(6)i

; (2.27)
where S(4) is the usual Wilson gauge action and S(6)i denotes three types of six-links closed
Wilson loops.
Note that the coecients c(4) and c
(6)
i in Eq.(2.27) should satisfy the following normalization
condition to keep the continuum QCD action [30].
c(4)(g2) + 8c
(6)
1 (g
2) + 8c
(6)
2 (g
2) + 16c
(6)
3 (g
2) = 1: (2.28)
In Ref. [30], Lusher and Weisz have derived the coecients which can remove O(a2) scaling
violations in based on the Callan-Symanzik equation. At tree-level, the coecients are given by
c0 =
5
3
; c1 =   1
12
; c2 = 0; c3 = 0; (2.29)
and if the one-loop corrections are taken into account, the coecients are changed as
c0 =
5
3
+ 0:2370g20; c1 =  
1
12
  0:02521g20; c2 =  0:00441g20; c3 = 0: (2.30)
9The values of c2 and c3 are still relatively small and then can be neglected at one-loop level.
Therefore, one may usually drop S(6)2 and S(6)3 terms and use the following action:
Slat(U) =   
Nc
(
(1  8c1)
X
x;<
ReTr[U(x)] + c1
X
x;;
ReTrU12 (x)
)
; (2.31)
where U12 is a rectangle type of six link loops as
U12 (x) =
h
U(x; )U(x+ ^; )U(x+ ^+ ^; )U y(x+ 2^; )U y(x+ ^; )U y(x; )
i
: (2.32)
The new lattice action Eq.(2.31) with the values of c0 and c1 given in Eq.(2.30), is called as
Symanzik action and is widely used in numerical simulations to reduce O(a2) discretization
eects as much as possible.
Note that we can choose the other values of the coecients to control O(a2) eects under the
condition Eq.(2.28). Iwasaki gauge action is one of variant O(a2)-improved gauge actions [31].
Iwasaki determined the coecients by a block spin renormalization group study in Ref. [31].
When the coecients c2 = c3 = 0 are xed for the convenience of numerical simulations, the
coecients c0 and c1 are obtained as
c1 =  0:331; c0 = 1  8c1: (2.33)
In this thesis, we use three types of the lattice gauge actions, namely, Wilson (c1 = 0), Symanzik
(c1 =  1=12) and Iwasaki (c1 =  0:331) to investigate the eects of discretization errors in the
lattice gradient ow method.
2.3 Numerical Simulation
In this section, we explain how to evaluate physical observables in lattice QCD through numer-
ical simulations. Lattice QCD simulations are carried out based on the concept of importance
sampling using the Markov chains approach. We also briey touch on some techniques used in
numerical analysis in this thesis.
2.3.1 Importance sampling
We truncate an innite-multiple integral as a nite-multiple integral by discretizing the con-
tinuous elds. The expectation value of an observable O(U) on the lattice is given by
hOi =
R DUO(U)e SG(U)R DUe SG(U) : (2.34)
We need to perform an integration of Eq.(2.34) in order to get a physical quantity hOi. However,
it is practically impossible to calculate the multiple-dimensional integral directly even if we use
the most powerful computer on the earth. As an example, we consider a lattice which has 10
lattice sites in each spatial direction. In the case of SU(3), there are eight color degrees of
freedom and four (Lorentz) components on every lattice points. Therefore, the total numbers
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of gluon integrations
R
[dU ] in Eq.(2.34) are enumerated as
(104  4)link  8color = 3:2 105: (2.35)
which is a large number of dimensions. The above numbers are too large to perform numerical
integration in the standard methods. In such case, the Monte Carlo integration with importance
sampling, which is \statistical approach" to evaluate the multiple-dimensional integral, plays a
crucial role.
The fundamental objective of (Euclidean) quantum eld theory is to compute the expectation
value of physical observable O() that depends on the eld  as
hOi = 1Z
Z
dO()e S(); Z =
Z
de S(); (2.36)
where S() is the action of the theory and d is the integral measure. The partition function
Z is introduced to impose the normalization condition as h1i = 1. In order to evaluate this
expectation value eciently, we generate a set of eld congurations, f1; 2;    ; Ng, with n
being arranged to appear with a probability P []:
P [] =
1
Z e
 S(): (2.37)
Here, the expectation value hOi should be given by the ensemble average:
hOi = lim
N!1
1
N
NX
i=1
O(i); (2.38)
where O(i) is measured on each conguration. In practical simulation, it is impossible to
generate an innite number of congurations and then one should truncate the innite series to
a nite sum hOiN as
hOiN  1
N
NX
i
O(i): (2.39)
Then, the expectation value hOi is approximated by
hOi  hOiN + hOiN ; (2.40)
where hOiN is the statistical error. The error hOiN caused due to the truncation can be
estimated by
hOiN =
s
hO2iN   hOi2N
N   1 : (2.41)
The above estimation is validated by the central limiting theorem. Note that the statistical
error does not depend on the dimension of the multiple integral. Furthermore, it is known that
we can obtain the results with reasonably small statistical error even if the numbers of the
ensembles are typically O(100) congurations. Therefore, if one can generate a set of gauge eld
congurations with the desired probability P [], the physical observables are measured with
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reasonably small statistical errors.
There are some methods which generate the gauge congurations with appropriate probability.
In the following section, we will explain a method that utilizes the so-called Markov process.
2.3.2 Markov process
It is known that when congurations are updated with a series of the Markov process under
some conditions, the sequence of the congurations fC1; C2;    ; CNg can be generated with
given probability distribution P (C). In pure gauge theory on the lattice, fCig correspond to
dierent conguration sets of the link variables fUig and the probability distribution P(U) is
dened by
P(U) = e
 SG(U)R DUe SG(U) : (2.42)
In this section, we explain what is the Markov process and why it can create correctly dis-
tributed congurations that are desired . Let us write the probability for the transition Ci ! Cj
as
P (Ci ! Cj)  Pij ; (2.43)
where Pij is often called as \transition probability". We can generate a series of states:
C1
P12 ! C2 P23 ! C3 P34 !    ; (2.44)
by using the transition probability. The case that the transition probability based solely on
its present state is called the Markov chain. The Markov process corresponds to a stochastic
process that satises the Markov chain condition. Here, we consider that the Markov process
satises the following plausible conditions [32]:
1. Irreducibility (Ergodicity)
If X is a non-empty proper subset of states, all states 2 X satisfy the following relation
P
(N)
ij 
X
i1; ;iN 1
Pii1Pi1i2   PiN 1j 6= 0; (2.45)
where N is a nite integer.
2. Aperiodicity
All states Ci satisfy
P
(N)
ii 6= 0; (2.46)
where N is any integer value. The aperiodicity prohibits that the process gets trapped in
some deterministic cyclic pattern.
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3. Positive state
P
(n)
ii , which is the probability to go from Ci to Ci in n-steps, satises
i 
1X
N=1
NP
(N)
ii <1 : (2.47)
This property ensures recurrence time is nite.
In the case, the following theorem holds (The proof is omitted here).
Theorem 
When the transition probability satises the detailed balance:
e S(C)P (C ! C 0) = e S(C0)P (C 0 ! C); (2.48)
for any C and C 0, the large N limit (N !1) of Eq.(2.45) is determined uniquely and the
limit probability Peq(C) satises
Peq(C) =
e S(C)P
C e
 S(C) ; (2.49)
where the normalization condition:X
C0
P (C ! C 0) = 1; (2.50)
is imposed in Eq.(2.49). 
The theorem claims that we can generate the desired distributed congurations by using
the Markov process which satises the detailed balance condition (Eq. 2.48). There are some
method to achieve such Markov process. In the following section, we explain the heat bath
algorithm which is one of methods that utilize the Markov process in order to generate the
gauge congurations.
2.3.3 Heat bath algorithm
In the lattice Yang-Mills theory, the heat bath algorithm is one of the best methods to update
a single link variable U(x) to new one U
0
(x) with satisfying the detailed balance requirements
[33]. As a function of U(x) residing on a given link (x; ), the Wilson gauge action is of the
form
SG(U; X) =  Re Tr[U(x)M(x)] +    ; (2.51)
where M(x) denotes as follows
M(x) = 
X
6=
[U(x+ ^)U
y
(x+ ^)U
y
 (x) + U
y
 (x+ ^  ^)U y(x  ^)U(x  ^)]: (2.52)
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Note that M(x) and the omitted term in Eq. (2.51) do not depend on U(x). In the section,
we express the omitted term as X. The other popular gauge actions, for example, the Symanzik
action, are the same form except thatM(x) gets replaced by a sum of more complicated Wilson
lines. In the heat bath algorithm, the new link variable U 0(x), which lives on the same lattice
site as the original selected link U(x), is chosen randomly with the probability density dP (U
0
):
dP (U 0) =
e Re Tr[U
0
(x)M(x)]R
dU(x) e Re Tr[U(x)M(x)]
; (2.53)
where the probability density does not depend on the original link variable. In the case, the
detailed balance is satised as
e SG(U;X)P (U ! U 0) = e SG(U;X)
e Re Tr[U
0
(x)M(x)]R
dU(x) e Re Tr[U(x)M(x)]
= expfRe Tr[U(x)M(x)] +   g e
Re Tr[U 0(x)M(x)]R
dU(x) e Re Tr[U(x)M(x)]
= expfRe Tr[U 0(x)M(x)] +   g
e Re Tr[U(x)M(x)]R
dU(x) e Re Tr[U(x)M(x)]
= e SG(U
0
;X)P (U 0 ! U): (2.54)
Therefore, we can obtain a new gauge conguration by repeating the heat bath algorithm for
each link variable. In this thesis, we use this heat bath algorithm to generate three types of
congurations, namely, Wilson, Iwasaki and Symanzik gauge congurations. For clarity, we
will hereafter use the term \X gauge congurations" when we adopt the X gauge action for
the heat bath algorithm. For example, we say the Wilson gauge congurations and the Iwasaki
gauge congurations when we choose the Wilson and Iwasaki gauge actions for the heat bath
algorithm, respectively.
For the sake of eciency, we combined the over-relaxation method [35][34][36] with the heat
bath method to generate the gauge congurations in the thesis. Then, we touch on the over-
relaxation method in the following section.
2.3.4 Over-relaxation method
Over-relaxation method [34][35][36] is often used in lattice QCD simulations in order to ac-
celerate the updating process. In the method, the new link variable Unew is achieved from the
older one Uold with V0 2 SU(3) as
Unew = V0UoldV
y
0 : (2.55)
The new link variables satisfy the relation Slat[Unew] = Slat[Uold] because the lattice gauge
action is given by the trace of link variables. Therefore, the over-relaxation method satises
the detailed balance condition (Eq. 2.48) and the new variable is always adopted. The over-
relaxation method changes the link variable dramatically in the conguration space and we can
generate a series of unbiased congurations eciently.
We can evaluate the physical observables by using the gauge congurations generated by the
over-relaxation method in combination with the heat bath algorithm. However, as mentioned
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before, quantities measured with the limited number of congurations must receive the statistical
errors. In the following section, we review the jackknife resampling which is the method to
evaluate the proper statistical errors.
2.3.5 Jackknife resampling
The jackknife resampling is a method to evaluate statistical error more precisely. Suppose
now that representative ensembles as N statistically independent gauge congurations have
been generated to evaluate the expectation value of an observable O. The evaluation of the
primary observable O on these congurations yields a series fOig, which is a set of numerical
results. The average of the series provides a stochastic estimate of the expectation value hOi:
hOi  hOiN + hOiN ; (2.56)
where
hOiN = 1
N
NX
i=1
Oi; hOiN =
s
hO2iN   hOi2N
N   1 : (2.57)
If N is an innity, hOiN is exactly equal to hOi. However, in practice, we can only use a limited
number of congurations. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the statistical error hOiN
precisely. The above example is the case where statistically independent gauge congurations
are used. When we consider a function f depends on M observables O1;    OM , the stochastic
estimate of the expectation value hfi has the propagated statistical error which is given by
hf(fOag)i 
MX
a
jh @f
@Oa hO
aiij: (2.58)
If the observables are correlated, the propagation error obtained from Eq. (2.58) often tends
to be under estimation since the part of errors is cancelled out. In such a case, the jackknife
resampling, which is a method to properly estimate statistical error for a complicated physical
quantity like f(fOag), is useful. The details of \the jackknife resampling with bin size n" are
as follows. First, we divide the number of congurations N into Nn = N=n groups, where n is
so called bin size. Then, we consider the new average hOib:
hOib = 1
N   n
"
n(b 1)X
k=1
Ok +
NX
k=nb+1
Ok
#
(2.59)
=
1
N   n
"
NX
k=1
Ok  
nbX
k=n(b 1)+1
Ok
#
; (2.60)
which is the average obtained after removing one group. hOib is regarded as the average of new
samples. In the new N=n samples, the new statistical average and its error for the physical
quantity f(O) which depends only on a single observable O for the sake of simplicity, is given
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by
hf(O)i = 1
Nn
NnX
i=1
f(hOii) (2.61)
hf(O)i =
p
(Nn   1)fhf(O)2i   hf(O)i2g: (2.62)
Removement of some data corresponds to estimating the correlation length among the observ-
ables. Thereby, we are able to estimate propagation error precisely by using this method. In the
section, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the function depends only on a single observable.
However, the jackknife resampling can be applied to any function f(fOag) which depends on
multiple observables. In the following section, we will describe how to connect the numerical
result measured on lattice with a nite volume V with the corresponding result in the continuum
QCD on the innite volume.
2.3.6 Continuum limit and asymptotic scaling
The continuum QCD is recovered by taking the limit of V ! 1 and a ! 0. The innite
volume limit (V ! 1) is simply achieved by increasing the lattice volume size. However, the
continuum limit (a ! 0) is not clear. Let us consider the relation between the bare coupling
constant g0 and the lattice spacing a. In general, the coupling constant in quantum eld theory
depends on the energy scale  and -dependence of the coupling constant is expressed as
(g) = 
dg()
d
; (2.63)
where (g) is the Callan-Symanzik -function [37][38]. If we know the -function, we can
integrate Eq. (2.63) and evaluate g(). However, it is dicult to obtain the -function exactly
and we can only determine it in perturbative theory. If we adopt the modied minimal subtract
scheme (MS) with the dimensional regularization, the -function can be expanded in a Taylor
series of g:
(g) =  b0g3   b1g5 +    ; (2.64)
b0 =
1
(4)2

11
3
NC   2
3
Nf

; b1 =
1
(4)4

34
3
N2C  
38
3
Nf

; (2.65)
where the rst two expansion coecients b0 and b1 are scheme independent and are both positive
for Nf  16 up to this order. A negative -function and Eq. (2.63) means that g() decreases
as  increases. This is the asymptotic freedom of QCD [2][3] and the renormalized coupling
constant is driven as g ! g = 0 as !1 because of the asymptotic freedom. In the two-loop
approximation of the -function, the integration of Eq.(2.63) leads toZ L
1=a
d

=   1
2b0
Z 1
g20
dg2
g4
 
1 + b1b2 g
2
 ; (2.66)
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where we assume the coupling constant diverges at  = L, which is called scale parameter, and
set g(1=a) = g0 at  = 1=a. Then, we can obtain a new relation between g0 and a:
a =
1
L
f(g0); f(g0) = (b0g
2
0)
  b1
2b20 e
  1
2b0g
2
0 : (2.67)
Above equation indicates that the lattice spacing a goes to zero, when the bare coupling g0 goes
to zero. Therefore, we can acquire the continuum limit in numerical simulations by taking the
limit of  = 6:0=g20 !1. Recall that  is the lattice input parameter dened in Eq.(2.19) and
one should not confuse it with -function.
We next explain the way to acquire the continuum results from lattice results. Let us consider
an observable Kphys with mass-dimension dm and the corresponding lattice quantity Klat which
is calculated numerically. The quantity Klat depends on both the dimensionless bare coupling
g0 and the lattice spacing a. If the continuum limit of Klat exists, one can deduce the following
relation
Klat(a) = Kphysa
dm ; (2.68)
approaches a nite value of Kphys in the limit of a ! 0. Thus, under the condition where the
lattice spacing is suciently small, we can get the following relation by inserting Eq.(2.67) into
Eq.(2.68) :
Klat(a)  Kphys
dmL
(f(g0))
dm = CK(b0g
2
0)
  dmb1
2b20 e
  dm
2b0g
2
0 ; (2.69)
where CK = (L)
 dmKphys is a dimensionless constant. The functional form of the physical
quantities in the small coupling constant is constrained and its behavior is called as asymptotic
scaling. Note that, in lattice simulations, we can only get the physical observables through
the dimensionless ratio of the coecients CK . For example, let us consider two observables
K1phys and K
2
phys with mass-dimension dk1 and dk2 , respectively. We calculate two dimensionless
quantities with numerical calculation and the results behave as
Kilat = K
i
physa
dki = CKi(La)
dki = CKie
  dki
2b0g
2
0 +    ; (i = 1; 2): (2.70)
Then, we can evaluate the ratio of two observables, which erase the lattice spacing dependence,
as follows
R =
(K1lat)
1
dk1
(K2lat)
1
dk2
=
(K1phys)
1
dk1
(K2phys)
1
dk2
=
(CK1)
1
dk1
(CK2)
1
dk2
+O(a2); (2.71)
where the O(a2) term violates the asymptotic scaling behavior 1. Such scaling violation due
to the discretization errors needs to be minimized by using the improved action. As we can
seen in Eq.(2.71), if we know the value of K1phys in some way, we can predict the value of K
2
phys
from the continuum extrapolation of ratio R = [(K1lat)
1
dk1 ]=[(K2lat)
1
dk1 ], which can be obtained
in lattice simulations. Therefore, the choice of K1, which is so-called a reference scale, plays the
1In the case of pure Yang-Mills theory (Nf = 0), the scaling violation term starts from O(a2), However, if one
include a fermion into the theory, the scaling violation term starts from O(a).
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crucial role in lattice QCD. We explain a few reference scales adopted in lattice simulations in
the following section.
2.4 Reference scale
In lattice QCD, setting the reference scale is of central importance both in the analysis of the
numerical results and in planning simulations. Without setting the overall scale, we can not
compare the results obtained at dierent values of the bare coupling and also can not perform
a continuum extrapolation of the results. Once we have a precisely dened reference scale, it is
possible to lay out the simulation plan to take the continuum limit eciently. The most natural
scale for low energy QCD physics is the proton massmp since it is well known experimentally and
also physically stable particle. In the pure Yang-Mills theory, which we consider in this thesis, the
mass of the lightest glue-ball may be a good choice for setting the scale. However, unfortunately,
both the proton and the glue-ball masses are dicult to be determined accurately through lattice
simulations due to relatively large statistical noises in their correlation functions. Therefore, an
observable, which is not directly measured in experiment but determined phenomenologically
with small uncertainties, is used for the reference scale. We summarize four conditions for the
choice of a good reference scale.
1. It is computable with reasonably low numerical cost.
2. It has a good statistical precision.
3. It has no large systematic uncertainties.
4. It has only small quark mass dependence.
Here, the condition 1 is self-explanatory. Since both statistical and systematic uncertainties
made in the scale setting directly aect the determination of hadron mass, the condition 2 and 3
are practically important for the choice of the reference scale. On the other hand, the condition
4 is crucial for the dynamical lattice QCD simulations. The Sommer scale, which was proposed
by Sommer in 1990s [10], is one of the reference scales that satises the above conditions. In
fact, it is still frequently used in modern lattice QCD simulations.
2.4.1 Sommer scale
The force Fqq between static quarks at distance R is relatively accessible from the Wilson
loops on the lattice. The Wilson loop W (R; T ) with side lengths R is given as
W (R; T ) = Tr[
Y
i2C
Ui] = TrU4(x)U4(x+ 4^)   U y1(x+ 1^)U y1(x); (2.72)
where C denotes a closed loop that represents a R T rectangle in the x - t plane. For large T ,
the Wilson loop corresponds to the static interquark potential V (R) as bellow,
V (R) =   lim
T!1
1
T
lnW (R; T ): (2.73)
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Figure 4: The lattice simulation data for the qq-potential at three dierent couplings  = 6:0=g20.
The solid curve is a t to the data based on the Cornell potential model (2.76). The gure is
taken from Ref. [39].
Therefore, the force Fqq is obtained from the potential V (R) as
Fqq(R)  dV (R)
dR
; (2.74)
where the sign is dierent from the general denition, for simplicity.
At rst, in 1980s, the string tension, which can be calculated from a2 = limR!1 Fqq(r), was
widely used as a reference scale in the pure Yang-Mills theory. However, the string tension 
requires a double limit: the limit of T !1 in determination of  at xed r and then the limit
R!1. The double limit induces much larger systematic errors. Recall that the error of Wilson-
loop, especially statistical one, gets increasing with quark-antiquark distance R. Therefore, an
alternative scale, the Sommer scale r0, was proposed to avoid the limiting procedure for R [10].
The Sommer scale r0 is dened using Fqq as
R2Fqq(R)jR=R(c) = c; r0 = R(1:65): (2.75)
where, the value of 1.65 was chosen so that the scale setting is done by R(1:65) ' 0:5[fm]. Note
that the value of r0 in physical units is phenomenologically given by using the non-relativistic
quark potential model; such as the Cornell [40] and the Richardson [41] potential model. How-
ever, model-dependence for r0 is very small. Indeed the similar values are obtained in the other
successful models.
The Sommer scale satises the aformentioned four conditions. Its calculation can be done
with relatively good statistic and systematic precisions (condition 2 and 3). Furthermore, R(c)
is dened regardless of presence of dynamical quarks.
We can compare the numerical results with dierent input parameter ( or g0) by using
the Sommer scale. Fig. 4 is an example of comparison among the qq-potential obtained at
various couplings  = 6=g20. The gure shows that the dimensionless quantity [V (r)  V (r0)]r0
is independent of the coupling used in each simulation. All results are well described by the
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Figure 5: The example of the limit process of Eq.(2.73) at a spatial extent of R = 2:45. The red
points represent the numerical results as a function of temporal extent t = T=a and the overlaid
black line the extrapolated value for T !1 by using the data points in the range of t = 3  7.
The gure is taken from [42].
Cornell potential form:
V (R) =  
R
+ R+ C; (2.76)
where,  is a parameter for the Coulomb strength,  is the string tension and C is a constant. No
scale violation in Fig. 4 indicates that three simulations at   6:0 are located in the asymptotic
scaling region.
Currently, the relation between  and a=r0 was numerically determined for the Wilson gauge
congurations in 5:7    6:92 region:
ln(a=r0) = c0 + c1(   6:0) + c2(   6:0)2 + c3(   6:0)3; (2.77)
where the coecients are given by c0 =  1:6804; c1 =  1:7331; c2 = 0:7849 and c3 =  0:4428
[11][12]. The accuracy of r0=a from Eq.(2.77) is about 0:5% at low  regime and the accuracy
rate becomes worse as  becomes large. There are 1% systematic uncertainties in Eq.(2.77) at
 = 6:92.
The corresponding relation was also determined for the Iwasaki gauge congurations. In the
region among 2.456    3.53, the relation between  and a=r0 was given as
ln (a=r0) = c1 + c2(   3) + c3(   3)2; (2.78)
where c1 =  2:193(6); c2 =  1:344(7); c3 = 0:191(24) [43]. Therefore, in the applicable range,
we can set the scale by Eq.(2.77) and Eq.(2.78) without numerical simulation.
As reviewed above, the Sommer scale r0 is very convenient and is widely used in the lattice
community. However, there are some problems in the Sommer scale. One important problem is
the unavoidable systematic errors doing the limit process regarding T . When we extract the qq-
potential from the Wilson loops, we need to take the limit of T !1 which is shown in Eq.(2.73).
One should carry the limit process at xed distance R and then perform the constant tting
for getting the results of V (R). In order to evaluate the Sommer scale r0, one must evaluate
dV
dR . The limit process of T ! 1 especially causes large systematic uncertainties. Fig. 5 is an
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example of such limit process. As shown in Fig. 5, we need to t the data by a constant line
in the certain range in order to obtain the eective potential. Therefore, the values of eective
potential contain the unavoidable systematic uncertainties which may aect the reliability of
scale setting.
In addition to the limit process problem, as will be explained in the next section, the reference
scales Eq.(2.77) and Eq.(2.78) need to be extended to large- region for the nite temperature
simulations. However, the relatively complicated analysis in the Sommer scale is an obstacle to
do its extension toward the large- region. In the following section, we briey review lattice
QCD at nite temperature in order to explain why such extension toward the large- region is
necessary.
2.4.2 Lattice QCD at nite temperature
Let us recall that a physical observable hOi in the statistical mechanics. Using the path
integral formalism, the thermodynamic expectation is given by
hOi = 1
Z
Tr[Oe  H^T ] = 1
Z
Z
DqOe ST [q; _q]; (2.79)
where H^ is the Hamiltonian operator and
Z(T ) =
Z
Dqe ST [q; _q]; ST [q; _q] =
Z 1
T
0
d
Z
d3xL[q; _q]: (2.80)
Applying the formulation to the continuum QCD, its partition function is written as
Z =
Z
DAD D  e 
R 1=T
0 d
R
d3xL; (2.81)
L =  (D +m) + 1
2
TrFF : (2.82)
The boundary conditions in temporal direction to be imposed are give by
A(0;x) = A(1=T;x);  (0;x) =   (1=T;x);  (0;x) =    (1=T;x): (2.83)
This is nothing but the ordinary zero-temperature partition function in four-dimensional Eu-
clidean space except for the nite temporal extent T . Therefore, when we consider a hyper-cubic
lattice with the lattice spacing a at nite temperature T , the temperature is given by
1
T
= aNT ; (2.84)
where NT is the number of temporal sites. Here, NT should be smaller than NS which is the
number of spacial sites in Eq.(2.81). The zero temperature limit corresponds to a symmetric
lattice NT = NS ! 1. The link variables and the quark elds satisfy the periodic boundary
condition and the anti-periodic boundary condition, respectively:
U(x4 +NT ;x) = U(x4;x);  (x4 +NT ;x) =   (x4;x): (2.85)
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Note that the thermodynamics relation is established only when the thermodynamics limit
NS  NT is satised. As shown in Eq.(2.84), if one wants to simulate the high temperature
systems, it is needed to take the lattice spacing a small or let the time extent NT large. From
the necessity of taking continuum limit, one needs to perform lattice simulation with a small
lattice spacing as much as possible for high T . It requires large lattice volume that increases the
simulation cost. For this reason, the higher temperature system was dicult to be simulated.
However, of course, it has come to be able to perform numerical simulations with the larger
lattice volume at a small lattice spacing, as the computer performance increases. Therefore, the
new reference scale, that can be much useful in larger  region in comparison with the Sommer
scale, is desired.
The new scales t0 and !0 are possible candidates of such an alternative scale [18][19]. These
scales are based on the Yang-Mills gradient ow, that is an application of Ricci ow [44][45][46] to
quantum eld theory. The application to the Yang-Mills theory was developed in Refs. [16][18][47].
In the next chapter, we will explain the signicant characteristics of the Yang-Mills gradient ow
and the details of alternative candidates t0 and !0.
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3 Yang-Mills gradient ow
In this chapter, we begin with a short review of the Yang-Mills gradient ow which is mainly
proposed by Martin Luscher [18] in the continuum space. Then, we will express the gradient
ow on the lattice in Sec. 3.3, and then introduce the new reference scales t0 and !0 in Sec. 3.4.
For the sake of simplicity, we treat the pure SU(NC) gauge theory in D = 4   2 euclidean
dimensions and rescale the gauge potential A as
A = g0A: (3.1)
In the case, the action of theory is given by
SYM =
1
4g20
Z
dDxFaFa ; Fa = @A   @A + [A;A ]; (3.2)
where, g0 is a bare coupling.
3.1 Denition of the Yang-Mills gradient ow
The Yang-Mills gradient ow is a kind of diusion equation where the gauge elds A evolve
smoothly as a function of ctitious ow-time \t". It is expressed by the following equation and
initial condition.
@tB(t; x) =  SYM
A ; B(t = 0; x) = A(x): (3.3)
The greek index runs over D-dimensional space. A(x) = Aa(x)T a describes a fundamental
gauge eld in a D-dimensional space and B(x) = Ba(x)T a is a (owed) gauge eld lives in a
D+1-dimensional space. To explain why the Yang-Mills \gradient ow" is called, we substitute
Eq.(3.2) into Eq.(3.3). Then, the equation is expressed by the following equation.
@tB(t; x) = DG(t; x) + D@B(t; x); (3.4)
G = @B   @B + [B;B ]; D = @ + [B;  ]; (3.5)
where  is an arbitrary parameter. In Eq.(3.4), the rst term of R.H.S. is the gradient of the
gauge action along the ow. Note that neither the initial condition B(0; x) = A(x) nor the
ow equation involve the gauge coupling. Here, the second term of R.H.S. of Eq.(3.4) is the
gauge xing term over the ow-time direction. The term suppresses the evolution of the gauge
degrees of freedom.
Next, we will see the gauge xing term does not aect the solution of Eq.(3.3). Let us consider
innitesimal gauge transformation
B(t; x)! B(t; x) +D!(t; x): (3.6)
Under the transformation, Eq.(3.4) is rewritten as
@tB(t; x) = DG(t; x) + D@B(t; x) D(@t   D@)!(t; x): (3.7)
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If we choose !(t; x) 2 SU(3) as a solution of the following equation:
(@t   D@)!(t; x) =  @B(t; x); !(t = 0; x) = 0: (3.8)
Eq.(3.7) can be reexpressed as
@tB(t; x) = DG(t; x) + (+ )D@B(t; x): (3.9)
This means the owed gauge elds B(t; x) with dierent  parameters are connected with
each other by the gauge transformation. The case of  = 0 is related to the one at nite 
through
B(t; x)j = (t; x)B(t; x)j=0 1(t; x) + (t; x)@ 1(t; x); (3.10)
where the gauge transformation (t; x) is given by
_(t; x) =  @B(t; x)(t; x); (0; x) = 1: (3.11)
From the above discussion, a gauge invariant quantity is thus independent of the choice of .
Eq.(3.4) splits into a linear part and non-linear part R:
@tB = @@B + (  1)@@B +R; (3.12)
where
R = 2[B ; @B]  [B ; @B ] + (  1)[B; @B ] + [B ; [B ;B]]: (3.13)
The linear part of Eq.(3.12) becomes the diusion-type form for  = 1. It thus turns out that
 = 1 is a particularly convenient choice. For clarity, we will hereafter use  = 1 in the gradient
ow equation.
Note that Eq.(3.4) has a gauge symmetry in D-dimensional sense at any ow-time if the gauge
parameter !(t; x) satises the following condition
(@t   D@)!(t; x) = 0; !(t = 0; x) = !(x): (3.14)
The gauge symmetry is a key feature to prove ultra-violet (UV) niteness in a owed eld which
is explained in the next section.
3.2 Ultra-violet niteness
An outstanding feature of the Yang-Mills gradient ow is ultra-violet niteness. Any cor-
relation functions, which are composed of the owed gauge eld B(t; x) for t > 0 become
ultra-violet nite without the wave function renormalization if they are written in terms of the
renormalized coupling. In this section, we calculate the expectation value of energy density E(t),
which is composed of the owed gauge elds B, perturbatively at one-loop order and conrm
the ultra-violet niteness on this particular observable. The expectation value of E(t) is dened
by
E =
1
4
Ga(t; x)Ga(t; x): (3.15)
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In perturbation theory, the owed gauge led B(t; x) can be expanded in powers of the coupling
constant g0 as
B =
1X
k=1
gk0B;k; (3.16)
with initial condition
B;kjt=0 = k1A: (3.17)
Then, inserting the above asymptotic expansion into the gradient ow equation (3.4), we can
get the following form when  = 1,
_B;k   @@B;k = R;k; k = 1; 2;    ; (3.18)
where R;k represents the non-linear term at given k-th order in g0 as below
R;1 = 0 (3.19)
R;2 = 2[B;1; @B;1]  [B;1; @B;1] (3.20)
R;3 = 2[B;2; @B;1] + 2[B;1; @B;2] (3.21)
 [B;2; @B;1]  [B;1; @B;2] + [B;1; [B;1; B;1]] (3.22)
...　
At leading-order the solution of B;1 in D dimensions is obtained as
B;1(t; x) =
Z
dDyKt(x  y)A(y); (3.23)
with
Kt(x－ y) =
Z
dDp
(2)D
eip(x y)e tp
2
=
e (x y)2=4t
(4t)D=2
: (3.24)
The ow equation is a kind of diusion equation. Here, the diusion length (mean-square radius)
in four dimension is
p
8t. Through the gradient ow process, the gauge elds can be smeared out
over the sphere with a radius roughly equal to
p
8t in the ordinary four-dimensional space-time.
Thus, the eects of the fundamental gauge elds A diminish as the ow-time grows.
The higher-order solutions of B;k can be obtained one after another as
B;k(t; x) =
Z t
0
ds
Z
dDyKt s(x  y)R;k(s; y): (3.25)
We expand hEi in terms of the gauge coupling g0 by using Eq.(3.16) as
hEi = ELO + ENLO + ENNLO +    (3.26)
Then, the leading order term is given by
ELO = 1
2
g20h@Ba;1@Ba;1   @Ba;1@Ba;1i: (3.27)
We will next renormalize the result of hEi in the MS scheme. Here, we pass the owed elds to
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momentum space for simplicity:
Ba;1(t; x) =
Z
dDp
(2)D
eipxe tp
2 eAa(p); (3.28)
and substitute it into Eq.(3.27). Then, ELO is given by
ELO = 1
2
g20
Z
dDx
Z
dDpdDq
(2)D(2)D
ei(p+q)xe t(p+q) eAa(p)(pq   pq) eAa(q) (3.29)
=
1
2
g20(N
2   1)
Z
dDp
(2)D
e 2tp
2
(p2   pp)D(p) ; (3.30)
where D(p) is the full gluon propagator. When we set D = 4   2 and use Feynman gauge
( = 1), the propagator takes the following form:
D(p) =
1
(p2)2
f(p2   pp)(1  !(p)) 1 + ppg; (3.31)
!(p) =
1X
k=1
g2k0 (p
2) k!k; (3.32)
and write the propagator explicitly up to g20 order:
D(p) =
1
(p2)2
fp2 + !1(p2   pp)p 2g20 +O(g40)g: (3.33)
Substituting the above equation into Eq.(3.30), we have
ELO = 1
2
g20(N
2
C   1)(D   1)
Z
dDp
(2)D
e 2tp
2

1 + !1p
 2g20 +O(g40)

(3.34)
=
1
2
g20
N2C   1
(8t)D=2
(D   1)

1 + !1(2t)
 (2  2)
 (2  ) g
2
0 +O(g40)

; (3.35)
where, !1 is given by
!1 =
1
162
(4e E )

NC

5
3
+
31
9

+O()

: (3.36)
Here, ENLO is given by
ENLO = g30fabch@Ba;1Bb;1Bc;1i+ g30h@Ba;2@Ba;1   @Ba;2@Ba;1i; (3.37)
where Ba;2 is express as
Ba;2(t; x) = if
abc
Z t
0
ds
Z
dDqdDr
(2)D(2)D
ei(q+r)xe s(q
2+r2) (t s)(q+r)2
[r   q + 1
2
(q   r)] eAb(q) eAc(r): (3.38)
All terms in Eq.(3.37) involve the three-point gluon vertex and thus ENLO starts from g40 order
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terms. Full g40 order perturbative calculation yields
hEi = 1
2
g20
N2C   1
(8t)D=2
(D   1)f1 + c1g20 +O(g40)g; (3.39)
where
c1 =
1
162
(4)(8t)

NC

11
3
+
52
9
  3 ln 3

+O()

; (3.40)
which shows that Eq.(3.39) diverges in the limit of  ! 0. We next renormalize the coupling
constant using dimensional regularization to absorb this divergence. The bare coupling g0 is
related to the renormalized coupling g in the MS scheme at scale  [48] as
g20 = g
22(4e E ) 

1  1

b0g
2 +O(g4)

; (3.41)
where
b0 =
11
162
NC
3
: (3.42)
Using Eq.(3.41) in order to rewrite Eq.(3.39) as an expansion in the renormalized coupling g.
Then, the term proportional to g4 is composed of g20 part which is corrected as
g20 !  2(4e E ) 
g4
162
11
3
NC ; (3.43)
and g40 part which is rewritten as
c1g
4
0 ! 2(4e E ) 
g4
162
exp f(ln (82t) + E)g

NC

11
3
+
52
9
  3 ln 3

(3.44)
= 2(4e E ) 
g4
162

11
3
NC +

11
3
L+
52
9
  3 ln 3

+O()

; (3.45)
where, L = ln (82t) + E . Therefore, the terms proportional to 1= are canceled by the renor-
malization of the coupling.
Thus, after the gauge coupling renormalization, hEi is given by
hEi = 3(N
2
C   1)g2
1282t2
f1 + c1g2 +O(g4)g (3.46)
c1 =
NC
162

11
3
L+
52
9
  3 ln 3

: (3.47)
When we set  = (8t) 1=2 as a renormalization scale, Eq.(3.46) can be reexpressed as follows
hEi = 3(N
2
C   1)
32t2
(q)
n
1 + k1(q) +O(
2)
o
(3.48)
k1 =
NC
4
11
3
E +
52
9
  3 ln 3

: (3.49)
Note that one can see that the energy density dened in term of the owed gauge elds is
ultra-violet nite without wave function renormalization at one-loop order.
Luscher and Weisz proved the niteness to all order in perturbation theory not only for the
energy density but also for any correlation functions composed of the owed gauge elds. The
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detailed proof of the theorem is given in Ref. [47], and we just summarize the points of the proof
as follows:
1. The ow equation is reformulated by introducing the ow action Sow with the Lagrangian-
multiplier eld L(t; x)
Sow =  2
Z 1
0
dt
Z
d4xTrfL(t; x)(@tB  DG   D@B)(t; x)g: (3.50)
Therefore, we can regard the gradient ow equation as in the 4+ 1-dimensional local eld
theory [49].
2. According to the Eq.(3.23) and Eq.(3.25), we can rewrite the owed eld B(t; x) as
B(t; x) =
Z
dDyKt(x  y)A(y) + b(t; x); (3.51)
where b(t; x) indicates the non-linear eects from the gradient ow equation. In t > 0,
all other two-point functions contain L vanish except for hb(t; x)L(s; y)i. However, the
loop diagrams from hb(t; x)L(s; y)i also vanish because dimensional regularization sets
the momentum integral to be zero. Therefore, the divergent parts can be localized in the
bulk or at the boundary of the half space.
3. The theory has no loop diagrams in the bulk space (t > 0) because of the appearance of
the factor e tp2 in any correlation function. Therefore, the divergence terms are localized
at the t = 0 boundary.
4. Now, the terms, which are proportional to L and d, are the remaining candidates for the
divergent parts. Here, d is an additional ghost eld that lives in 4+1-dimensional space.
Thus, the possible counter term at l-th order of g2 is described as
2g2l
Z
d4xTrfz1L(0; x)AR (0; x) + z2 d(0; x)cR(x)g; (3.52)
where AR(cR) is a renormalized gauge (ghost) eld in four dimension theory and zi are
some coecients.
5. The 4+1-dimensional theory has the BRS symmetry and the symmetry excludes the
boundary counterterm. Therefore, z1 and z2 are exactly equal to zero and there is no
singularity anymore.
3.3 The Yang-Mills gradient ow on the lattice
In lattice QCD, the owed link variable V(x; t) is dened by the lattice gradient ow equation:
@tV(x; t)V
 1
 (x; t) =  g20@x;Slat(V ); V(x; 0) = U(x); (3.53)
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in which @x; stands for the natural su(3)-valued dierential operator with respect to the link
variable. The dierential operator acting on function f(U) is dened by
@ax;f(U) =
d
ds
f(esXU)

s=0
; X(y; ) =
8<:T a (y; ) = (x; );0 otherwise; (3.54)
and @x; = T
a@ax;, where T
a are the bases of the traceless and anti-hermitian matrix. Them,
the lattice gradient ow equation in the Wilson gauge action is given as
_V(x; t) = 
X
6=

U(x; t) + U (x; t)  U y(x; t)  U y (x; t)
 1
3
Tr[U(x; t) + U (x; t)  U y(x; t)  U y (x; t)]

V(x; t); (3.55)
where U(x; t) is the plaquette variable composed of the owed link variables.
3.3.1 Runge-Kutta method
The lattice gradient ow equation Eq.(3.53) corresponds to an ordinary rst-order dierential
equation:
_V(t; x) = Z(V )V (x; t): (3.56)
Thus, nding the solution of the ow equation is equivalent to integrating the innitesimal
change of Eq.(3.56). On a practical level, the dierential equation Eq.(3.56) can be integrated
by using the Runge-Kutta method [17]. Using this method, the owed link variables at ow-time
t+t are obtained from those at ow-time t as
W0 = Vt
W1 = exp

1
2
Z0

W0
W2 = exp

1
2
Z1

W0
W3 = exp

Z2   1
2
Z0

W1
W4 = exp

1
12
(3Z0 + 2Z1 + 2Z2   Z3)

W0
Vt+ = exp

1
12
( Z0 + Z1 + 2Z2 + 3Z3)

W2; (3.57)
where Zi = tZ(Wi). The total integration error associated with the nite step size t scales
like (t)4. Therefore, we can take a relatively coarse step size. Indeed we nd that the numerical
results with t = 0:025 have only small nite-step-size errors and the eect can be negligible in
our study.
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Figure 6: The clover-type plaquette operator U clov.
3.4 New reference scales
The dimensionless combination t2hE(t)i is expressed in terms of the MS running coupling g
at a scale of q = 1=
p
8t for the pure SU(3) Yang-Mills theory:
t2hE(t)i = 3g
2(q)
162
h
1 +
k1
4
g2(q) +
k2
(4)2
g4(q) +O(g6(q))
i
; (3.58)
where the NLO coecient k1 was obtained analytically as k1 = 1:0978 [18], while the NNLO
coecient k2 has been evaluated with the aid of numerical integration as k2 =  0:982 [50].
Eq.(3.58) implies that t2hE(t)i is a monotonically increasing function of t in the small-t regime.
Therefore, the solution of the following equation:
t2hE(t)i
t=tX
= X; (3.59)
is expected to be a unique quantity. To check the uniqueness of the expectation values by lattice
simulations, we need to dene E on the lattice. There are mainly two types of denitions. One
of the denitions is \Plaquette"-type which is given as
E = 2
X
p2Px
ReTrf1  Vt(p)g; (3.60)
where Px is the set of plaquettes with lower-left corner x and Vt(p) is the plaquette variable in
the ow-time t. The other one, which is so-called \clover"-type, is dened as follows:
E =
1
4
Glat(x; t)G
lat
(x; t); (3.61)
where Glat is the lattice eld strength. G
lat
 is obtained from the traceless anti-hermitian pro-
jection of the clover-type plaquette operator U clov :
Glat(x; t)   
i
2
[U clov   (U clov )y]Traceless part
=   i
2

U clov   (U clov )y  
1
3
Tr[U clov   (U clov )y]

(x; t); (3.62)
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Figure 7: The behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated on the Wilson gauge congurations at  = 5:96 as
functions of t=r20. In the panel, blue solid curve represents the lattice result at  = 5:96 and the
yellow shaded band corresponds to the continuum perturbative calculation [18]. The statistical
errors of the lattice simulation are smaller than 0:25% and can be ignored on the scale of the
gure. The point of intersection of the t=r20-axis and dotted line means the solution of implicit
equation Eq.(3.67).
where U clov in the owed gauge elds is given by using the owed link variable V(x; t) as
U clov (x; t) = P; + P ; + P;  + P ;  ; (3.63)
P;  V(x; t)V(x+ ^; t)V y (x+ ^; t)V y (x; t)
P ;  V(x; t)V y (x  ^+ ^; t)V y (x  ^; t)V(x  ^; t)
P;   V y (x  ^; t)V(x  ^; t)V(x+ ^  ^; t)V y (x; t)
P ;   V y (x  ^; t)V y (x  ^   ^; t)V(x  ^   ^; t)V(x  ^):
The clover-type plaquette operator U clov is more symmetric than the ordinary plaquette operator
as shown in Fig. 6. Both denitions, plaquette and clover, are equally acceptable since they
surely converge to the correct E in the continuum limit.
Fig. 7 shows the numerical result of clover-type t2hEi at  = 5:96. The blue curve in Fig. 7
is obtained from the Wilson-type ows and the yellow shaded band represents the continuum
perturbative calculation using the NLO formula of Eq.(3.58) with the four-loop MS running
coupling [51, 52], which is the same prescription adopted in Ref. [18]. The perturbative four-
loop expression for the MS running coupling (q) = g2(q)=4 is given as
(q) =
1
b0L
  1b30L2
b1 lnL+
1
b30L
3
b21
b20
(ln2 L  lnL  1) +
b2
b0

+
1
b40L
4
b31
b30

  ln3 L+ 5
2
ln2 L+ 2 lnL  1
2

  1b40L4

3
b1b2
b20
lnL 
b3
2b0

; (3.64)
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Figure 8: The behaviors of the dimensionless ratio
p
8t0=r0 at  = 5:96 (right),  = 6:17
(center) and  = 6:42 (left). The red (blue) data points are obtained from plaquette (clover)
type denition of E. This plot clearly shows that the dominant error mainly comes from the
systematic error due to the discretization uncertainties explained in Eq.(2.77) rather than the
statistical one for the case of the ratio
p
8t0=r0.
where L = ln

q2=2
MS

. When the number of fermions Nf is zero, we then get
b0 =
33
12
; b1 =
153
242
; b2 =
77139
34563
; b3  29243
2564
: (3.65)
It is known that the following relation between MS and the Sommer scale r0:
MS =
0:602(48)
r0
; (3.66)
are established for Nf = 0 [53]. The yellow shaded band in Fig. 7 represents the error stemming
from an uncertainty in determination of r0MS as given in Eq.(3.66).
In Eq.(3.58), setting the energy scale q as 1=
p
8t means that the small ow-time region can
be interpreted as the high energy region of the Yang-Mills theory. In fact, our simulation results
obtained at  = 5:96 match reasonably well with the perturbative curve expressed as the yellow
shaded band, which is given by perturbative calculation in the continuum theory [18]. Here, the
discrepancy between the lattice results and perturbative curve in the small-t region (t=r20 < 0:02)
mainly stems from the lattice discretization errors. Note that the lattice results of t2hE(t)i show
a monotonically increasing behavior, which was be predicted from Eq.(3.58), even in the low
energy regime. M. Luscher focused on the uniqueness of the monotonically increasing function
and used it to dene the new reference scale t0, which may take place of the Sommer scale. The
scale t0 is dened through the following implicit functional expression:
t2hE(t)i
t=t0
= 0:3: (3.67)
The solution t0 is depicted as the intersection between the t=r
2
0-axis and a vertical dotted line
in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8, we plot the dimensionless ratio
p
8t0=r0 at three dierent  as done in Ref. [18].
The results of dimensionless ratio show the constant behavior, which seems to be independent
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Figure 9: The behaviors of the dimensionless ratio w0=r0 at  = 5:96 (right),  = 6:17 (center)
and  = 6:42 (left). The red (blue) data points are obtained from plaquette (clover) type
denition of E. Although the dominant error mainly comes from the systematic error due to
the scaling violation, it is signicantly tiny.
of the lattice spacing a, especially in the clover-type denition. The dimensionful value of t0 is
known with reference to the sommer scale r0 [18] [54] as
p
t0 = 0:1638(10) [fm]: (3.68)
The constant tendency of
p
8t0=r0 observed in the clover-type of energy density suggests if we
calculate the value of t0=a
2 at any , we can set the scale in lattice simulations by using a
relation (3.68) together with systematic uncertainties determined from Eq.(2.77).
As shown in Fig. 8, there are discretization eects originated from the denition of energy
density E. They reect the size of the scaling violation. From the reason, Borsanyi et al. [19]
proposed the following observable W (t):
W (t)  t d
dt
ft2hE(t)ig; (3.69)
in order to dene an alternative reference scale that gives less discretization uncertainties. The
new reference scale w0 is dened through the following implicit functional expression:
hW (t)ijt=w20 = 0:3: (3.70)
The dimensionful value of w0 was given by the Sommer scale [54] as
w0 = 0:1670(10) [fm]: (3.71)
As shown in Fig. 9, the dimensionless ratio w0=r0 shows less dependence of the type of denition
E. However, it is not understood why hW (t)i has less lattice artifacts than ht2E(t)i.
A tremendous advantage in usage of t0 and w0 is that both quantities have high statistical
precisions compared to the other reference scales. The small statistical variance is due to the
UV niteness of correlation functions regardless of the vacuum expectation value of a local
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operator. This point has the advantage of determining the reference scale without any tting or
extrapolations unlike the string tension  or the Sommer scale r0. The Runge-Kutta method,
which is utilized to solve the ow equation numerically, can be carried out with high accuracy.
Indeed, the systematic uncertainties from the Runge-Kutta method can be ignored and there is
no systematic error apart from the discretization and nite volume eects.
M.Asakawa et al. (FlowQCD collaboration [20]) focused on the advantage and extended the
applicable region of relation between the reference scale and the bare coupling  = 6:0=g20 for
the Wilson gauge action . They evaluate w0:4, which is dened by
hW (t)ijt=w20:4 = 0:4: (3.72)
and obtain the following relation:
w0:4
a
= exp

42
33
   8:6853 + 37:422

  143:84
2

[1 0:004(stat.) 0:007(sys.)]; (3.73)
whose formula is applicable for   7:5. The validity range is wider than one from the Sommer
scale (  6:92).
3.5 Problem of new reference scale
In the previous study, the continuum values of t0 and w0 are determined by a naive linear
tting in term of a2. However, note that the ow-time region where we can evaluate t0 and w0
correspond to the low energy region or long distance region.
According to the perturbative expression of t2hE(t)i given by Eq.(3.58), the energy scale q
is considered as 1=
p
(8t). Therefore, if the dimensionful value of t0 is given in Eq.(3.68), the
corresponding energy scale qt0 at the ow-time t0 corresponds to
qt0 = 426[MeV]: (3.74)
In the case, the running coupling constant s(q) at the ow-time t0 becomes strong (s  1)
and thus the perturbative prescription is no longer applicable for this energy scale. If there are
the discretization errors beyond the tree-level, a simple continuum extrapolation in the large-t
region becomes questionable. For this reason, it is necessary to evaluate the eects of lattice
discretization error in detail. In the following chapter, we discuss the existence of discretization
errors beyond the tree-level by removing tree-level discretization eects from the results of
t2hE(t)i obtained in numerical simulations.
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4 Lattice discretization error
As mentioned in the previous chapter, we would like to expose the discretization errors beyond
the tree-level. To check the existence of O(a2g2) correction, we will use the tree-level improve-
ment program, which is developed in Ref. [22]. By examining the remnant eects after applying
the tree-level O(a2) and O(a4) improvements, we know that whether there are some discretiza-
tion errors beyond the tree-level. In this chapter, we rst review the tree-level improvement
procedure based on the lattice perturbation theory [22].
4.1 Tree-level discretization errors of t2hE(t)i
In this section, we ignore the nite-volume eects. For the lattice gradient ow, tree-level dis-
cretization errors of the quantity t2hE(t)i were already studied in Refs. [22] and [23]. According
to Ref. [22], the lattice version of t2hE(t)i can be expanded in a perturbative series in the bare
coupling g0 as
t2hE(t)ilat = 3g
2
0
162
h
CE(a
2=t) +O(g20)
i
; (4.1)
where the rst term contains all the tree-level contributions including lattice discretization errors
described by a power series of a2=t. The second contribution of O(g20) represents quantum
corrections beyond the tree level.
The tree-level discretization corrections are classied by powers of a2=t as
CE

a2
t

= 1 +
1X
m=1
C2m

a2
t
m
; (4.2)
where the coecients C2n are the eects of tree-level lattice discretization errors at 2n-th order.
Determinations of the coecients C2n depend on three building blocks:
1. A choice of the lattice gauge action for the conguration generation.
2. A choice of the lattice version of the action density.
3. A choice of the lattice gauge action for the lattice gradient ow equation.
In Ref. [22], the O(a2n) correction terms were determined up to C8 for various cases of the three
building blocks. Let us now review the tree-level improvement program proposed by Fodor et
al. [22].
At the tree-level, the lattice version of t2hE(t)i is given by
t2hE(t)ilat =  1
2
g20t
2
Z
d4xTr

[@A(x; t)  @A(x; t)][@A(x; t)  @A(x; t)]

=  g20t2
Z
d4xTr

[@A(x; t)][@A(x; t)]  [@A(x; t)][@A(x; t)]

; (4.3)
where the innite volume integral is considered.
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To perform the lattice perturbative calculation in the momentum space, we introduce two
types of lattice momenta:
p^ =
2
a
sin

ap
2

; ~p =
1
a
sin(ap); (4.4)
and the following two types of lattice momentum squared:
p^2 =
X

p^2; ~p
2 =
X

~p2: (4.5)
In momentum space, the tree-level lattice gradient ow equation is given by
dA(p; t)
dt
=  

Sf(p) + G(p)

A(p; t); G(p) = 1

p^p^ ; (4.6)
where subscript Sf(p) is the lattice action in the momentum space and the label f incidents
that this is the lattice action for the lattice gradient \ow" equation. G(p) is a gauge xing
term and  is an arbitrary parameter. In this thesis, we adopt an improved lattice action that
is given by the following form in momentum space [55][56][57][30][58]:
S(p) = 

p^2   a2crect
X

p^4   a2crectp^2p^2

  p^p^ [1  a2crect(p^2 + p^2)]; (4.7)
which contains the rectangle coecient crect, If we set crect = 0, the lattice action reduces to the
standard Wilson gauge action. The formal solution of Eq.(4.6) can be written as
A(p; t) =

e t(S
f+G)


A(0; t); (4.8)
where we use the matrix exponential in the R.H.S.
Here, Eq.(4.3) is rewritten as:
t2hE(t)ijlat =  (3
2   1)
2
g20t
2
Z 
a
 
a
d4p
(2)4
So(p)h ~A(p; t) ~A( p; t)i; (4.9)
where we use the relation: Tr(T aT b) = 12
ab and ~A represents the U(1) elds. In Eq.(4.9), So
is the lattice propagator specied by the \observable" E(t). In this thesis, we mainly use two
types of representation for E(t) on the lattice, namely, plaquette- and clover-type denitions.
The plaquette-type of So(p) is given by
So(p)jplaq =  p^2   p^p^ : (4.10)
While, So in the clover-type denition is given by
So(p)jclov = ( ~p2   ~p~p) cos

ap
2

cos

ap
2

: (4.11)
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Substituting Eq.(4.8) into Eq.(4.9) with the free propagator:
h ~A(p; 0) ~A( p; 0)i =  [(Sg + G) 1](p); (4.12)
we then obtain
t2hE(t)ijlat = 4g20t2
Z 
a
 
a
d4p
(2)4
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)So

(p); (4.13)
where tr indicates that trace of Lorentz components. In Eq.(4.13), Sg(p) indicates the lattice
action, which is given by Eq.(4.7), is used for the \gauge" conguration generation. One can
evaluate the coecients in Eq.(4.2) by using expansion in power of a2=t for Eq.(4.13). Such
expansion could be reasonable to evaluate the eects of lattice discretization errors on the
reference scale t0 since t0 is the quantity dened in the large-t regime (t  a2), where higher
order terms in a2=t are suppressed. In Ref. [22], the O(a2n) correction terms were determined
up to O(a8) for various cases for the three building blocks. We here summarize their results for
the coecients up to O(a6).
The rst correction C2 in Eq.(4.2) are given for the plaquette (C2p) and clover (C2c) as follows:
C2p = 2crect;f +
2
3
crect;g +
1
8
; (4.14)
C2c = 2crect;f +
2
3
crect;g   1
24
; (4.15)
where crect;g and crect;f represent the rectangle coecients in the gauge action (Eq.4.7). Here-
after, we simply denote these coecients as cg and cf , respectively. For the sake of the following
discussion, we also introduce the following parameters
x = 2cf + 1=8; y = cg   1
4
; z = cg; (4.16)
for the conguration generation and the ow equation, respectively. Indeed, coecients of the
higher-order terms C4 and C6 were given as polynomial functions of x in Ref. [22]. The explicit
forms of C4p and C4c are
C4p =
57
32
x2   25
128
x+
57
40
xz +
57
80
yz +
1
8
z +
41
2048
(4.17)
and
C4c =
57
32
x2   25
128
x+
57
40
xy +
57
80
y2 +
1
8
y +
53
2048
; (4.18)
while C6p and C6c are written as
C6p =
1205
256
x3   2247
2048
x2 +
391
3584
xz +
1205
448
xyz +
241
224
y2z
+
6807
17920
yz +
3615
896
x2z +
2191
16384
x+
19247
286720
z   317
131072
; (4.19)
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Table 1: The coecients C2;4;6 in the tree-level O(a2), O(a4), and O(a6) terms of t2hE(t)i on
the Wilson gauge congurations for three types of the gradient ow.
types of gauge action types of gradient ow types of hEi C2 C4 C6
Wilson (cg = 0) Wilson (cf = 0) plaquette 0:125 0:0234 0:0063
Wilson (cf = 0) clover  0:0417  0:0020  0:0002
Iwasaki (cf =  0:331) plaquette  0:5370  0:0019 0:0063
Iwasaki (cf =  0:331) clover  0:7037 +0:8490  1:5093
Symanzik (cf =  1=12) plaquette  0:0417 +0:0313  0:0102
Symanzik (cf =  1=12) clover  0:2083 +0:0652  0:0300
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Figure 10: The behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated on the Wilson gauge congurations at  = 6:17
as functions of t=r20. We chose the plaquette (left) and clover (right) type denitions of E for
the numerical simulation. In the panel, the yellow shaded band corresponds to the continuum
perturbative calculation [18].
and
C6c =
1205
256
x3   2247
2048
x2 +
391
3584
xy +
1205
448
xy2 +
241
224
y3
+
6807
17920
y2 +
3615
896
x2y +
2559
16384
x+
21823
286720
z   993
655360
: (4.20)
In Table. 1, we also summarize the tree-level corrections up to O(a6) on the Wilson gauge
congurations for three types of the gradient ow. As can be seen in Table. 1, the inclusion of the
rectangle term for the gradient ow action gives larger coecients than the Wilson case within
the tree-level discussion. In Fig. 10, we rst show that the behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated on the
Wilson gauge congurations at  = 6:17 for three types of the gradient ow. The red solid (blue
dashed) curves in both panels are obtained from the Wilson-type (Iwasaki-type) ows, while the
green dot-dashed curves in each panel is from the Symanzik ow. Figure 10 shows how close to
the continuum perturbative calculation (yellow shaded band) they are. Indeed, the combination
of types of the ow and the observables that has the smallest C2 coecients provides better
agreement with the continuum perturbation result. The observed tendency suggests that the
size of the tree-level corrections certainly reect what we found in Fig. 10. We also plot the
behavior of hW (t)i in Fig. 11. As we can seen in Fig. 11, the discrepancies among dierent
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Figure 11: The behavior of hW (t)i calculated on the Wilson gauge congurations at  = 6:17
as functions of t=r20 for choices of plaquette denition (left panels) and clover denition (right
panels).
set-ups in the ow and the observables are much suppressed especially in the large-t regime.
However, if t2hE(t)i has non-negligible lattice discretization corrections beyond the tree-level
discretization eects, we can not predicts the analytical form of the lattice corrections beyond
the tree-level in the low-energy region. In the case, the simple continuum extrapolation of
w0, which is obtained from the dierential of t
2hE(t)i in the low-energy region, also becomes
questionable.
We next control the tree-level lattice discretization errors in order to conrm the existence
of the discretization errors beyond the tree-level. The improved gradient ow with the clover-
type observable which eliminates the tree-level discretization errors up to O(a4) is proposed in
Ref. [22]. From the results of C2c;4c:6c, if we choose the rectangle coecients cg and cf as
cg = 0:099250; cf =  0:012250; (4.21)
which achieves the tree-level O(a4) improvement of t2hE(t)ijclover with very small value of C6c =
 0:0003022. However, this method improvement requires the change of coecients cg from
typical values such as cg = 0 (Wilson), cg =  0:331 (Iwasaki) or cg =  1=12 (Symanzik). Since,
it is not suitable for actual simulation, another improved method, so called the ratio method,
was proposed in Ref. [22]. In the following section, we briey review the ratio method.
4.2 Ratio method
In Sec. 4.1, we ignored the nite-volume eects. Taking the nite volume eects into account,
Eq.(4.13) can be replaced by
t2hE(t)ijlat = 3g
2
0
162
C(a2=t; L=a); (4.22)
with
C(a2=t; L=a) =
1282
3(L=a)4
t2
a4
+
642
3(L=a)4
t2
a4
L=a 1X
n=0;n2 6=0
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg+G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

; (4.23)
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Figure 12: The ratio between the results from the ratio improved t2h(t)i with plaquette-type
denition and one with clover-type denition at  = 6:17. Red solid curves represent the result
obtained from the Wilson, blue dashed curves is one from Iwasaki and green dot-dashed curve
indicate one from Symanzik ow, respectively.
where the rst term comes from zero modes in momentum space. Here, C(a2=t; L=a) satises
the following relation
C(a2=t; L=a) = 1 + (a2=t; L=a); (4.24)
where (a2=t; L=a) is the correction term to the continuum theory. We can calculate C(a2=t; L=a)
precisely with numerical calculation and evaluate the ratio of C(a2=t; L=a) to t2hE(t)ilat as
t2hE(t)ilat
C(a2=t; L=a)
=
3g20
162

1 +
c1
C(a2=t; L=a)
g20 +O(g40)

; (4.25)
where the terms proportional to O(a2g2) are omitted since we do not conrm the existence at
present. Although the ratio method suppress all tree-level discretization errors, this method
changes the loop correction terms (c1g
2
0) in the continuum theory. If there is no quantum
eects, the ratio improved result of t2hE(t)ilat with plaquette- and clover-type denitions are
exactly same. Therefore, we consider the ratio between plaquette- and clover-type results of ratio
method in order to check the applicable region of the ratio method. Figure 12 shows the ratio
between the ratio improvement result of t2hE(t)ijlat with plaquette- and clover-type denitions.
The curves represent the result obtained from the Wilson (red solid), Iwasaki (blue dashed) and
Symanzik ow (green dot-dashed), respectively. As shown in Fig. 12, there is no unity region
even in the small-t region. It indicates the ratio method is not suitable for the improvements of
t2hE(t)i. Therefore, in the following section, we will propose alternative tree-level improvement
methods, which can eliminate the tree-level O(a2) or O(a4) corrections with xed cg, whose
condition is demanded and useful in actual simulations.
4.3 Combination method
In this section, we introduce the methods which can reduce the tree-level discretization eects
up to O(a4) corrections in a simple way. Our improved method is based on the perturbative
calculation proposed by Fodor et al. [22] as explained in Sec. 4.1. Let us consider improvements
of the lattice gradient ow using two dierent choices for the rectangle coecients: cg for the
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conguration generation, and cf for the ow.
First of all, we describe a simple way to perform for tree-level O(a2) improvement with both
plaquette and clover observables. Let us consider the C2 coecient of the O(a2) correction term
with both the plaquette- and clover-type denitions of the action density E(t; x). Recall the C2
coecients, they are given as follows:
C2p = 2cf +
2
3
cg +
1
8
; C2c = 2cf +
2
3
cg   1
24
: (4.26)
Here, C2p 6= C2c with the xed cg and cf . Therefore, taking a linear combination of two
observables, we can obtain the corresponding C2 coecient as
C2mix = mC2p + mC2c; (4.27)
where m and m should satisfy the normalization condition: m + m = 1, in order to keep
the coecient of leading term unity. We can eliminate tree-level O(a2) eects by determining
an appropriate combination of the factors m and m:
m = 1  6

2cf +
2
3
cg +
1
8

; m = 6

2cf +
2
3
cg +
1
8

; (4.28)
which leads C2mix = 0 for any choice of cg and cf [24]. Therefore, the linear combination
mhEplaq(t)i+ mhEclover(t)i; (4.29)
has no tree-level O(a2) corrections [24]. For example, in the case of cg = cf = 0, if we take a
weighted average of two observables as follows:
1
4
hEplaq(t)i+ 3
4
hEclover(t)i; (4.30)
which would achieve tree-level O(a2) improvement.
Next, we develop the aforementioned idea to achieve tree-level O(a4) improvement. Taking
a linear combination of mhEplaq(t)i + mhEclover(t)i, the corresponding C4 coecient of the
O(a4) correction term is given by
C4mix =

1  6

x+
2
3
cg

C4p + 6

x+
2
3
cg

C4c: (4.31)
Substituting Eq.(4.17) and Eq.(4.18) into Eq.(4.31), the equation is rewritten as
C4mix =   57
160
x2  

1368cg + 103
1280

x+
48cg + 41
2048
= 0; (4.32)
which leads to two kinds of optimal coecients cf for any gauge action (cg) since Eq.(4.32) is
nothing but quadratic equation in terms of x. Using the solution for the lattice gauge action
in the gradient ow and taking an appropriate weight average, we can acquire the results of
t2hE(t)ijlat with no tree-level corrections up to O(a4) with a given rectangle coecient cg.
In this thesis, we consider the Wilson gauge action (cg = 0) and the Iwasaki gauge action
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Table 2: The coecients C2;4;6 in the tree-level O(a2), O(a4), and O(a6) terms of t2hE(t)i on
both the Wilson gauge congurations and the Iwasaki gauge congurations for various types
of the gradient ow [22]. In the table, \plaq-plus-clover" stands for an appropriate weighted
average of the plaquette- and clover-type energy densities hEi with weight factors dened in
Eq. (4.28).
gauge action types of gradient ow types of hEi C2 C4 C6
Wilson unimproved Wilson clover  0:0417  0:0020  0:0002
unimproved Iwasaki clover  0:7037 +0:8490  1:5093
unimproved Symanzik clover  0:2083 +0:0652  0:0300
O(a2)-imp Wilson plaq-plus-clover 0 +0:0044 +0:0014
O(a2)-imp Iwasaki plaq-plus-clover 0  0:0395 +0:1362
O(a2)-imp Symanzik plaq-plus-clover 0 +0:0228  0:0053
O(a4)-imp Wilson-like plaq-plus-clover 0 0 +0:0004
O(a4)-imp Iwasaki-like plaq-plus-clover 0 0 +0:0272
Iwasaki unimproved Wilson clover  0:2623 +0:0937  0:0480
unimproved Iwasaki clover  0:9243 +1:2569  2:3872
unimproved Symanzik clover  0:4290 +0:2395  0:1765
O(a2)-imp Wilson plaq-plus-clover 0 +0:0408  0:0098
O(a2)-imp Iwasaki plaq-plus-clover 0  0:2372 +0:6897
O(a2)-imp Symanzik plaq-plus-clover 0 +0:0003 +0:0154
O(a4)-imp Symanzik-like plaq-plus-clover 0 0 +0:0156
O(a4)-imp positive rectangle plaq-plus-clover 0 0  0:1033
(cg =  0:331) for numerical simulations. For these setups, the optimal-ow coecients cf are
given as
cWGf1 = 0:012323; c
WG
f2 =  0:250261; (4.33)
for the Wilson gauge congurations [24] and
cIGf3 =  0:083756; cIGf4 = 0:342317; (4.34)
for the Iwasaki gauge congurations. The superscripts of \WG" and \IG" found in Eqs. (4.33)
and (4.34) stand for the Wilson and Iwasaki gauge congurations, respectively. The second
and third solutions (cWGf2 , c
IG
f3) are close to the rectangle coecient of the Iwasaki gauge action
(cf =  0:331) and the tree-level Symanzik gauge action (cf =  1=12), while the rst one (cWGf1 )
is very close to zero, which corresponds to the Wilson gauge action (cf = 0). Therefore, we
call the second and third ows an \Iwasaki-like ow" and \Symanzik-like ow," while the rst
one is called a \Wilson-like ow." The remaining one (cIGf4) is called a \positive rectangle ow"
for convenience. Hereafter, the two types of tree-level improved level, namely O(a2) and O(a4)
improvements, are called \O(a2)-imp ow" and \O(a4)-imp ow," respectively. In Table. 2, we
summarize O(a2), O(a4), and O(a6) correction terms C2;4;6 which are used for the numerical
simulation in the following section.
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Table 3: Simulation parameters of four ensembles generated by the Wilson gauge action (WG).
The values of r0=a [10] and the lattice spacing a are taken from Ref. [11]. Nconf is the number
of gauge congurations.
 (Action) (L=a)3  T=a a [fm]  L [fm] Nconf t0=a2 (ours) t0=a2 (Luscher)
5.96 (WG) 243  48 0.0999(4) 2.40 100 2.7968(62) 2.7854(62)
6.17 (WG) 323  64 0.0710(3) 2.27 100 5.499(13) 5.489(14)
6.42 (WG) 483  96 0.0498(3) 2.39 100 11.242(23) 11.241(23)
6.42 (WG) 323  32 0.0498(3) 1.59 100 11.279(82) N/A
4.4 Numerical results of combination method
In this section, we perform the pure Yang-Mills lattice simulation using two dierent gauge
actions: the standard Wilson gauge action (cg = 0) and the RG-improved Iwasaki gauge action
(cg =  0:331). In the section, we focus only on the results obtained from the Wilson gauge
congurations. Numerical results from the Iwasaki gauge congurations is summarized in Ap-
pendix C. The results from the Iwasaki gauge conguration are in agreement with what was
discussed for the Wilson gauge conguration.
4.4.1 Results from the Wilson gauge congurations
For the Wilson gauge congurations, the gauge ensembles in each simulation with the Wilson
gauge action are separated by 200 sweeps after 2000 sweeps for thermalization. Each sweep
consists of one heat bath [59] combined with four over-relaxation [34] steps. As summarized in
Table 3, we generate three ensembles by the Wilson gauge action (cg = 0) with xed physical
volume (L  2:4 fm) (which corresponds to the same lattice setups as in the original work of
the Wilson ow done by Luscher [18]), and additionally generate the smaller volume ensemble
(L  1:6 fm) at  = 6:42 so as to check the nite-volume eect. We have checked our code by
determining a reference scale of t0:3=a
2 from the clover-type E, which can be directly compared
with the results of Ref. [18], as tabulated in Table 3.
In the following discussion, we use ve dierent types of ow action for the gradient ow|
Wilson, Iwasaki, Symanzik, and two O(a4)-improved ows| and eight dierent set-ups which
are summarized in Table. 2.
In Fig. 13, we rst show how our proposal of tree-level improvements works well regarding the
t dependence of t2hE(t)i calculated at  = 6:17. The three panels show results for unimproved
ows (left), O(a2)-imp ows (center), and O(a4)-imp ows (right). We used the clover-type
denition for the results of unimproved ows.
First of all, both the Iwasaki-type and Symanzik ows that contain the rectangle term in the
ow are signicantly improved by the combination method. Even for the Wilson-type ows,
which have the smallest discretization eects, the improvements by the combination method
become visible in the relatively small-t regime up to t=r20 = a
2=r20  0:02. The ow-time of
t=r20  0:02 corresponds to the boundary of asymptotic power-series expansions in terms of a2=t
at  = 6:17. Furthermore, it is observed that in the range of 0:02 < t=r20 < 0:05, curves obtained
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Figure 13: The behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated on the Wilson gauge congurations at  = 6:17
as functions of t=r20. The three panels show results for unimproved ows with the clover-type
denition (left), their O(a2)-improved ows (center), and two types of O(a4)-improved ows
(right). The vertical dotted line in each panel marks the position of t=r20 = a
2=r20, which
corresponds to the boundary of asymptotic power-series expansions in terms of a2=t.
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Figure 14: The behavior of t2hE(t)i obtained from tree-level O(a4)-improved ows on the Wilson
gauge congurations as functions of t=r20. The three panels show the results calculated at
 = 5:96 (left),  = 6:17 (center), and  = 6:42 (right) (using the same graphical conventions
as in Fig. 13.)
from each ow almost coincide. This tendency is likely to be strong in results for the tree-level
O(a4)-imp ows (right panel) especially toward smaller values of t. This indicates that the
tree-level discretization errors, which may dominate in the small-t regime, are well controlled
by our proposal. However, in the large-t regime (t=r20 > 0:05), the dierence between results
from the Wilson-type ow (cf  0) and the Iwasaki-type ow (cf   0:3) becomes evident and
also increases for a larger value of t. It is worth mentioning that at tree level, the higher-order
corrections become negligible in the large-t regime due to powers of a2=t.
There are two possibility for the origin of discrepancy in the large-t regime. One is the
nite-volume eect which could be dierent between the results obtained from dierent ow
actions. We ignored the nite-volume eect in Eq.(4.3). As mentioned before, the Yang-Mills
gradient ow is a kind of diusion equation, and then the radius of diusion becomes large
as the ow-time increases. Therefore, the owed gauge elds in the larger t region are more
sensitive to the boundary of the lattice. However, as we will show later, this is not the case.
Another possibility is that the dierence stems from some remaining discretization errors beyond
the tree-level discretization eects, since non-negligible O(g2na2) corrections may appear in the
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larger t region where the running coupling constant g2 becomes large.
To clarify these points, we focus on the results from two types of tree-level O(a4)-imp ow.
Figure 14 displays how the observed dierence between the Wilson-like ow and the Iwasaki-like
ow in the large-t regime can change when the lattice spacing decreases. In Fig. 14, from the
left panel to the right panel, the corresponding values of the lattice spacing in our simulations
at a given  are going from a coarser to a ner lattice spacing.
In Fig. 15, we also plot the dierences in the values of t2hE(t)i between the O(a4)-imp Wilson-
like ow and O(a4)-imp Iwasaki-like ow as a function of t=r20 at each . Green dot-dashed, blue
dashed, and red solid curves denote results at  = 5:96, 6.17, and 6.42, respectively. This gure
clearly shows that the dierence, which grows in the larger t region, becomes diminished as the
lattice spacing decreases. In addition, Figure 16 shows that the dimensionless ratio
p
8t0=r0 for
the result obtained by the combination method slightly deviates from the constant behavior. It
indicates that the dierence among the results obtained from dierent set-ups stems from some
remaining discretization errors.
In order to conrm whether their is nite-volume eect, we also calculate the dierences in
t2hE(t)i between twoO(a4)-imp ow results on the smaller lattice volumes (32332) at  = 6:42.
Then, we directly compare the results obtained on two dierent lattice volumes (483  96 and
323  32) as shown in Fig. 18. We conrm that there is no clear nite-volume eect at least in
the range of t=r20 . 0:15. Therefore, the existence of non-negligible O(g2na2) corrections beyond
the tree-level discretization eects is undoubtful.
We also evaluate the behavior of W (t) under the combination improvements. Figure 19 shows
the results of W (t) with the combination method as in Fig. 13. However, the deferences among
the results of W (t) obtained by the O(a2) or O(a4)-imp ows are much larger than the case of
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Figure 19: The behavior of hW (t)i calculated on the Wilson gauge congurations at  = 6:17
as functions of t=r20. The three panels show results for unimproved ows with the clover-type
denition (left), their O(a2)-improved ows (center), and two types of O(a4)-improved ows
(right). (using the same graphical conventions as in Fig. 13.)
t2hE(t)i especially in the large-t regime. This suggest the tree-level discretization corrections
and the non-negligible O(g2na2) corrections are cancel each other out.
4.5 Scaling behavior and continuum limit of action density
In this section, we would like to discuss the remaining discretization errors solely on the
reference scale tX , which is dened in Eq. (3.59). We are especially interested in tX for smaller
value of X than 0:3. If we want to conrm the O(g2na2) corrections beyond the tree-level
discretization eects, it may be much easier in the small-t regime where the perturbative theory
becomes valid and eective.
The ratio
p
tX=r0, which was used in Ref. [18], also contains the nite-lattice-spacing eects
from the Sommer scale. For this reason, instead of
p
tX=r0, we will discuss the scaling behavior
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of the dimensionless combination of
p
tXMS with the QCD parameter  in the MS scheme
following the analysis of Ref. [60]. The parameter MS is determined through a matching between
the lattice bare coupling g20 to the MS running coupling g
2 with the help of perturbation theory.
There is, at least, no power-like dependence on the lattice artifacts in the determination of MS.
The choice of the smaller X, which corresponds to the higher energy scale, is desirable to ensure
the applicability of a perturbative matching procedure.
In the previous section, we have found that the lattice discretization errors of the energy
density hEi around t=r20  0:05 are well controlled by the O(a2) or O(a4)-imp ows. The
corresponding X is roughly 0.15, which is a factor of 2 reduction from the original choice of
X = 0:3. In this study, we will later uses X = 0:15 and 0.3 for tX as typical examples.
4.5.1 Conversion to the MS scheme
The parameter MS is determined through a matching between the lattice bare coupling g
2
0 to
the MS running coupling g2 with help of perturbation theory. However, it is well known that the
lattice perturbative expansions are poorly convergent. We thus introduce the tadpole-improved
(TI) coupling, which is dened by
g2TI(a) =
g20
u40
=
6
u40
; (4.35)
with
u40 = (1  8crect)P + 8crectR; (4.36)
where P and R represent the expectation values of the the path-ordered plaquette and rectangle
products of link variables, respectively [60, 61]. The tadpole-improved coupling can boost the
slow convergence of a power series in the lattice bare coupling.
In order to evaluate the MS, we consider a conversion from the tadpole-improved lattice
scheme to the MS scheme. The running coupling in the MS scheme, g2, is given by the following
formula as a power series in the boosted coupling g2TI(a), up to O(g4TI):
1
g2()
=
1
g2TI(a)
+ 2b0 ln(a)  tTI1 +
 
2b1 ln(a)  tTI2

g2TI(a) +O(g4TI); (4.37)
where tTI1 and t
TI
2 denote the one-loop and two-loop conversion variables with the rst two
coecients of the  function in Eq. (2.64) [60]. For the Wilson and the Iwasaki gauge actions,
the currently known results for conversion variables tTI1 and t
TI
2 are summarized in Table 4. Here,
the two-loop conversion variable, tTI2 , is not known for the case of Iwasaki gauge action, since
the three-loop term of the lattice  function is not available for the Iwasaki gauge action [62].
By choosing the renormalization scale  as
 =  =
1
a
exp

tTI1
2b0

; (4.38)
one can remove the O(g0TI) coecient in Eq. (4.37) and acquire its more rapid convergence.
At the renormalization scale, the explicit a dependence appears only at the level of O(g4TI) in
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Table 4: The one-loop and two-loop conversion variables tTI1 and t
TI
2 from the boosted lattice
coupling to the MS coupling for the Wilson and the RG-improved Iwasaki gauge actions.
crect t
TI
1 t
TI
2 Ref.
0 0:1348680 0.0217565 [60]
 0:331 0:1006 N/A [61]
Table 5: The expectation values of plaquette (P ) and rectangle (R) values measured in this
thesis.
 (Action) P R
5.96 (WG) 0.589 1583(32) |
6.17 (WG) 0.610 8670(14) |
6.42 (WG) 0.632 2170(06) |
2.60 (IG) 0.670 6232(15) 0.452 8281(186)
2.80 (IG) 0.696 4317(61) 0.490 0710(102)
3.10 (IG) 0.727 6215(21) 0.536 2049(037)
Eq. (4.37) with two-loop conversion variables. Therefore, the lattice discretization errors on
the determination of MS become negligible in the weaker coupling region. This scale choice is
called \method I" in Ref. [60] and reduces Eq. (4.37) to
1
g2()
=
8<:
1
g2TI(a)
(one-loop)
1
g2TI(a)
+

b1
b0
tTI1   tTI2

g2TI(a) (two-loop)
(4.39)
which correspond to conversions from the boosted coupling to the MS coupling at one-loop (rst
line) and two-loop (second line) order of perturbation theory. From the denition, we need to
compute P and R numerically to evaluate g2TI(a). We summarize our results for P and R in
Table 5.
In this thesis, we use the knowledge of the  function at three-loop order for the evaluation
of the MS parameter with a given MS coupling [60]. For the MS coupling at  = , we use
the following formula for the MS parameter [60]:
MS =
1
a
exp

tTI1
2b0
  1
2b0g2()
 
b0g
2()
  b1
2b20

1 +
A
2b0
g2()
 pA
1 +
B
2b0
g2()
 pB
(4.40)
with
A = b1 +
q
b21   4b0b2; pA =  
b1
4b20
  b
2
1   2b0b2
4b20
p
b21   4b0b2
;
B = b1  
q
b21   4b0b2; pB =  
b1
4b20
+
b21   2b0b2
4b20
p
b21   4b0b2
;
where
b2 =
1
(4)6
2857
2
; (4.41)
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Figure 20: The scaling behaviors of
p
tXMS versus a
2=tX for choices of X = 0:15 (left panels)
and X = 0:3 (right panels). The two upper panels show the results obtained by unimproved
ows, while the two lower panels are for the results obtained by O(a2) and O(a4)-imp ows.
In the legends of these gures, WG (IG) stands for the Wilson (Iwasaki) gauge action used in
generating gauge congurations.
which is the third coecient of the  function in the MS scheme. We thus can determine the
MS parameter through Eq. (4.40) by using the value of g
2() evaluated from either the one-
loop or two-loop conversion formula in Eq. (4.39). The dimensionless combination of
p
tXMS
is nally obtained together with the numerically computed value of tX=a
2. If we stress that the
one-loop (two-loop) formula in Eq. (4.39) is used for the conversion between two schemes, the
resulting  parameter in the MS scheme from Eq. (4.40) is denoted by one-loop
MS
(two-loop
MS
).
4.5.2 Scaling behavior of the  parameter
In the following discussion, we use the one-loop formula in Eq. (4.39) to evaluate the value
of g2 in the MS scheme on both the Wilson and Iwasaki gauge congurations in order to treat
them on the same footing, since the value of tTI2 is not known for the Iwasaki gauge action, as
mentioned earlier.
In Fig. 20, we plot the results for
p
tX
one-loop
MS
against a2=tX from several combinations of
two gauge actions and various ows for choices of X = 0:15 (left panels) and X = 0:3 (right
panels). The two upper panels show the results obtained by unimproved ows, while the two
lower panels are for the results obtained by O(a2) and O(a4)-imp ows.
For the unimproved ows (upper panels), the results for both cases of X = 0:15 (left) and 0.3
(right) very much depend on the choice of the gauge action and ow, similarly to the behavior
of
p
tX=r0. However, the results given by all tree-level improved ows show a nearly perfect
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Table 6: Results of the continuum value of
p
tX
one-loop
MS
for X = 0:15 and 0.3 with various types
of the tree-level improved ows. The continuum extrapolation is performed by a least-square t
to all three data points or two data points given at ner lattice spacings using the linear form
in terms of a2.
type of calculation type of extrapolation
p
t0:15
one-loop
MS
p
t0:3
one-loop
MS
WG + O(a2)-imp Wilson ow 3 points linear 0.1176(1) 0.1813(2)
WG + O(a2)-imp Wilson ow 2 points linear 0.1189(1) 0.1834(3)
WG + O(a4)-imp Wilson-like ow 3 points linear 0.1175(1) 0.1812(2)
WG + O(a4)-imp Wilson-like ow 2 points linear 0.1188(1) 0.1834(3)
IG + O(a2)-imp Iwasaki ow 3 points linear 0.1175(1) 0.1832(2)
IG + O(a2)-imp Iwasaki ow 2 points linear 0.1191(1) 0.1853(3)
Table 7: Results of the continuum value of
p
tX
two-loop
MS
for X = 0:15 and 0.3 with various
types of the tree-level improved ows. There is no result from the Iwasaki gauge congurations
because the two-loop conversion variable, tTI2 , is not known for the case.
type of calculation type of extrapolation
p
t0:15
two-loop
MS
p
t0:3
two-loop
MS
WG + O(a2)-imp Wilson ow 3 points linear 0.1339(1) 0.2064(2)
WG + O(a2)-imp Wilson ow 2 points linear 0.1347(2) 0.2079(4)
WG + O(a4)-imp Wilson-like ow 3 points linear 0.1337(1) 0.2063(3)
WG + O(a4)-imp Wilson-like ow 2 points linear 0.1347(2) 0.2080(4)
scaling behavior especially in the case of X = 0:15 as a function of a2 regardless of the types of
gauge action and ow, unlike the behavior of
p
tX=r0.
For the case of X = 0:3, the scaling behavior becomes less prominent. The behavior ofp
t0:3MS indeed reveals a weak dependence of the choice of the gauge action, while the scaling
behavior among various tree-level improved ows on the same gauge congurations remains
visible in the smaller region of a2. The violation of the scaling behavior of
p
t0:3MS as a function
of a2 is mainly attributed to the fact that both Eq. (4.39) and Eq. (4.40) are used beyond their
applicability region. Indeed, t0:3 is located in the larger t region, where the renormalized coupling
g2 becomes large, as mentioned in Sec. 3.5.
Even for the case of
p
t0:15MS, where the nearly perfect scaling is achieved, there is still a
slight linear dependence of a2. However, if one reads o the slopes of the scaling behaviors from
the lower left and right panels of Fig. 20, the slope for X = 0:15 is less steep than for X = 0:3.
For evaluating the origin of linear scaling in terms of a2, we now consider the continuum limit
of the values of
p
tXMS. For the continuum extrapolation, we simply adopt a linear form in
terms of a2: p
tXMS(a) =
 p
tXMS

con
+DX  a
2
tX
: (4.42)
If the coecient DX is proportional to g
2, it will prove the existence of the O(g2a2) corrections
beyond the tree-level discretization eects.
Before the discussion of DX , we consider the uncertainties from the least squared tting and
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conversion form. Making a least-squares t to all three data points using Eq. (4.42), we get
the results from one-loop conversion as summarized in Table 6 and two-loop conversion as in
Table 7. Even if we exclude the data point at the coarsest lattice spacing from the t, the results
are not much dierent. Therefore, the uncertainties from the least squared tting is much small
in this cases. Here, for the smaller X, the resulting continuum value is stable against the choice
of the gauge action and the ow. In this sense, after the tree-level improvement is achieved, the
reference scale t0:15 is much better controlled in comparison to the original one t0:3.
We next examine the uncertainty from the conversion form. For the Wilson gauge action, the
fully NLO formula of the conversion from the boosted coupling to the MS coupling is known
with the values of tTI1 and t
TI
2 as given in Table 4. When we consider the dierence between the
O(a2)-imp Wilson ow results of (pt0:15one-loopMS )con and (
p
t0:15
two-loop
MS
)con:p
t0:15
one-loop
MS

con
= 0:1175(1);
p
t0:15
two-loop
MS

con
= 0:1339(1); (4.43)
which indicates that the uncertainties stemming from the scheme conversion on the coupling are
estimated as about 12% for the determination of (
p
tXMS)con.
Of course, these uncertainties from the scheme conversion become severe problem to determine
the continuum value of (
p
tXMS)con precisely. However, as will be discussed in the following
section, the uncertainties discussed here do not aect the evaluation of remnant O(a2) eects.
4.5.3 Remnant O(a2) eects
Finally, we discuss the possible origin of linear scaling in terms of a2 observed in Fig. 20.
Among the various ow results, we focus on the case of O(a2)-imp Wilson ow on the Wilson
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gauge congurations. The strength of the remnant scaling violation that is approximately pro-
portional to a2 can be read o from the X dependence of the coecient DX dened in the tting
form of Eq. (4.42). In Fig. 21, we show the X dependence of the values of DX evaluated from
both results when using the one-loop and two-loop conversions of Eq. (4.39). Although there
are large uncertainties in the determination of (
p
tXMS)con due to the choice of the conversion
formula (4.39), the dierences in the slope coecients DX obtained from two conversions are
negligible especially for the smaller X region. Therefore, in the following discussion we use the
results for DX obtained from the two-loop conversion.
Recall the denition of X = t2hE(t)i in Eq. (3.58), X can be regard as the function of g2.
Thus, theX dependence ofDX may indicate the existence of non-negligible O(g2na2) corrections
beyond the tree-level discretization eects. It indeed seems that the value of DX goes to zero
as X decreases. If this is true, DX might vanish because of the asymptotic freedom (g
2 ! 0) at
high energies (X ! 0). Therefore, we assume that DX is expressed by a power series in the MS
running coupling g at a scale of qX = 1=
p
8tX as follows:
DX =
X
n
d2n
(4)n
 g2n(qX); (4.44)
where d2n are the perturbative expansion coecients. If the combination in the above equation
starts at n = 1 rather than n = 0, the origin of linear scaling is mainly associated with the
remnant O(g2na2) corrections, which arise beyond the tree level.
To verify this assumption, let us plot the ratio of DX to g
2 as a function of g2, as shown in
Fig. 22. As for the value of g2, we consider two types of estimation. 1) One type is to use the
perturbative four-loop expression for the MS running coupling g2(qX) with our numerical results
for (
p
tX
two-loop
MS
)con at a given X. 2) Another type is to use the gradient ow (GF) coupling
g2GF [63], which can be determined from the gradient ow formula of Eq. (3.58) with a given
value of t2hE(t)i. In the latter, we adopt the NNLO formula, which yields a cubic equation with
respect to g2(qX) at a xed X. We thus evaluate the ratio of DX to g
2 using the above two
methods, as shown in Fig. 22.
The open square symbols represent the ratio given by the four-loop running coupling, while
the open circle symbols are evaluated using the GF coupling. When g2 & 4, the cubic equation
with respect to g2 admits no feasible solution. For each case, we thus show 17 data points,
which are in the range of 0:10  X  0:28. In the weaker coupling regime (g2 . 7), two results
from dierent evaluations of the ratio DX=g
2 overlap each other. Their eight or nine data points
(0:1  X . 0:18) start to show the expected weak coupling scaling behavior, which is almost
linear in g2. To ensure this point, we have carried out the linear t on the data set given by the
GF coupling, which exhibits a milder g2 dependence, using the following expression:
DX=g
2(qX) =
d2
4
+
d4
(4)2
 g2(qX); (4.45)
where d2 and d4 correspond to the coecients for the rst and second orders of g
2 in Eq. (4.44).
The stability of the t results has been tested against the number of tted data points. The
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best t is drawn to t eight data points, which are indicated by violet open circles in Fig. 22,
with a reasonable value of 2=d:o:f:  1:0. We then obtain the results
d2 = +1:2(1) 10 2; d4 =  9:9(2) 10 2: (4.46)
The t result with one standard deviation is indicated by a red dashed line with a yellow shaded
band in Fig. 22. From the above observation regarding DX , we conclude that the origin of linear
scaling in terms of a2 found in Fig. 20 is related to the remnant O(g2na2) corrections, which are
beyond the tree level. Note that the values of d2 and d4 may vary little because we use only
three points for the tting.
Once, the existence of the lattice corrections beyond the tree-level found in the small-t region,
the tree-level improvement program is no more eective. In the low-energy region where g2 is the
strong coupling, the eects of the lattice corrections beyond the tree-level may not be expressed
by an analytical formula. Both new reference scales t0 and w0 are dened in the low-energy
region. On the other hand, the new reference scale tX with the smaller value of X such as
X = 0:15 is somehow under better control after the tree-level improvement in comparison to the
original choice of X = 0:3. However, the tree-level discretization errors becomes much severe in
the smaller-t regime since the higher order terms O([a2=t]n) are never suppressed beyond the
boundary of asymptotic power-series expansions in terms of a2=t. The combination method is
indeed not applicable in the much smaller-t regime so that we should propose new improvement
method, which eliminates all orders of the tree-level discretization errors.
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5 Full tree-level improvement method
In the previous chapter, we prove the existence of the discretization errors beyond the tree-
level. In the low-energy theory region, namely the large-t regime, the discretization errors beyond
the tree-level becomes more serious than the short-t region. Therefore, a simple continuum
extrapolation in the large-t regime is questionable. Therefore, an alternative scale tX , should
be dened through the solution of the implicit equation (Eq. 3.59) with relatively small X.
However, as we previously discussed in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, there are large discrepancies among
the dierent set-ups in the small-t regime. In order to propose the new scale setting as a
replacement of the Sommer scale, we thus must reduce the lattice discretization artifacts in the
small-t regime. As mentioned in Chapter 4, there are mainly two improvement methods, namely,
the ratio method and the combination method. However, both improvements have respective
disadvantage so that we do not use both methods in the small-t regime. Therefore, we will
propose an alternative improvement approach, which overcomes weak points in the previous
two methods.
In the chapter, we rst briey summarize what are advantages and disadvantages of the
previous two methods. Then, we propose the new improvement approach, which is called as the
full tree-level improvement method, by combining the previous two methods. To demonstrate
the feasibility of our full tree-level improvement method, we compare numerical results of the
new proposed method with the old two methods. Finally, we propose the new reference scale
of t0:11, which is the solution of the implicit equation (Eq. 3.59) with X = 0:11 after the full
tree-level improvements, based on numerical results.
5.1 Previous two improved method
In this section, we simply summarize the characteristic features of two previous improved
methods, namely, the combination method and the ratio method.
5.1.1 Combination method
The combination method is an approach which improves the tree-level discretization errors
up to O(a2) or O(a4) by the sum of two dierent types of the observable. The expectation
values of t2hE(t)i on the lattice are dierent in whether one uses plaquette type and clover type
denitions as follows:
t2hE(t)ijlat,plaq ' t2hE(t)ijcont +O(a2)jplaq; (5.1)
t2hE(t)ijlat,clov ' t2hE(t)ijcont +O(a2)jclov; (5.2)
where t2hE(t)ijcont represents the expectation value in the continuum theory. The second terms
in the R.H.S of Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2), O(a2)jplaq and O(a2)jclov, are evaluated by the pertur-
bative calculations described in Chapter 4. We can take an appropriate weighted average of the
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values t2hE(t)ijlat to eliminate the O(a2) corrections as below:
t2hE(t)ijlat,imp = mt2hE(t)ijlat,plaq + mt2hE(t)ijlat,clov
' t2hE(t)ijcont + mO(a2)jplaq + mO(a2)jclov
' t2hE(t)ijcont +O(a4)jimp: (5.3)
The advantages and disadvantages of the combination method are summarized as bellows.
 Advantages
{ The continuum value of t2hE(t)i is manifestly protected.
{ Expansion in power of a2=t becomes converge in the large ow-time region (t a2).
 Disadvantages
{ The tree-level corrections are eliminated only up to O(a2) or O(a4).
{ Expansion in power of a2=t is no longer applicable in the small ow-time region
(t a2).
5.1.2 Ratio method
At tree-level, t2hE(t)ijlat can be express as
t2hE(t)ijlat = 3(N
2   1)g20
1282
C(a2=t; L=a); (5.4)
where C(a2=t; L=a) = 1 + (a2=t; L=a) is dened by
C(a2=t; L=a) =
1282
3(L=a)4
t2
a4
+
642
3(L=a)4
t2
a4
L=a 1X
n=0;n2 6=0
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

: (5.5)
We can evaluate C(a2=t; L=a) numerically and take a ratio of C(a2=t; L=a) to numerical results
of t2hE(t)ilat at each ow-time:
t2hE(t)ilat
C(a2=t; L=a)
=
3(N2   1)g2
1282

1 +
c1
C(a2=t; L=a)
g2 +O(g4)

; (5.6)
where tree-level corrections are supposed to be all eliminated. The advantage and disadvantages
of the ratio method are summarized as follows.
 Advantage
{ Tree-level corrections are eliminated at all order.
 Disadvantages
{ All eects beyond the tree-level are ignored.
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{ The continuum value of t2hE(t)i is not protected.
As summarized in the section, there are some disadvantages in the previous methods. In the
following section, we will propose the new improved method which overcomes some of the above
disadvantages.
5.2 Full tree-level improvement method
The tree-level discretization errors, which are dominant discretization eects especially in the
small-t regime, can be controlled perfectly by the ratio method. However, the expectation value
of the continuum theory is not assured in the ratio method. On the other hand, the continuum
expectation value is protected in the combination method, but tree-level improvements are
achieved only up to O(a2) or O(a4) corrections. The limitation in the combination method stems
from the perturbative expansion in power of a2=t. In the combination method, we evaluate the
tree-level discretization errors through the perturbative expansion. However, if we follow the
concept of the ratio method, we can evaluate the tree-level discretization errors in numerical
way. When we consider the expectation values of t2hE(t)i on the lattice, it can be expressed as
t2hE(t)ijlat,plaq ' t2hE(t)ijcont + (a2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order +O(g2a2)jplaq; (5.7)
t2hE(t)ijlat,clov ' t2hE(t)ijcont + (a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order +O(g2a2)jclov; (5.8)
where (a2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order and (a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order are the full tree-level corrections
in the plaquette- and clover- type denition, respectively. Both types of (a2=t; L=a)jFull order can
be evaluated numerically at each ow-time. Therefore, all the tree-level discretization errors can
be controlled by taking an appropriate weighted average, which is evaluated at each ow-time,
on the basis of the combination method as
t2hE(t)ijlat,Full imp = m(t)t2hE(t)ijlat,plaq + m(t)t2hE(t)ijlat,clov
' t2hE(t)ijcont + m(t)(a2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order + m(t)(a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order
' t2hE(t)ijcont +O(g2a2)jimp; (5.9)
where
m(t) =
(a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order
(a2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order   (a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order ; (5.10)
m(t) =   (a
2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order
(a2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order   (a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order : (5.11)
m(t) and m(t) are the appropriate combination of the factors and can be determined under
the condition:
m(t)(a
2=t; L=a)jplaq, Full order + m(t)(a2=t; L=a)jclov, Full order = 0; (5.12)
with the normalization condition of m(t)+m(t) = 1. Note that m(t) and m(t) depend on the
ow-time t unlike the combination method. As we can seen from Eq. (5.9), the new improvement
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Figure 23: The behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated through the Wilson ow on the Wilson gauge
congurations at  = 6:17 as functions of t=r20. The three panels show results for O(a2)-imp
Wilson ow (left), the ratio improved Wilson ow with clover-type denition (center) and the full
tree-level improved Wilson ow (right). The vertical dotted line in each panel marks the position
of t=r20 = a
2=r20, which corresponds to the boundary of asymptotic power-series expansions in
terms of a2=t
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Figure 24: The comparison between the results of t2hE(t)i at  = 6:17 calculated from the ratio
method and the full tree-level improvement. The clover-type denition of E is used in the ratio
method. The three panels show the comparison in the case of Wilson ow (left), Iwasaki ow
(center) and Symanzik ow (right). Red (blue) solid curve represents results obtained from the
full tree-level improved (ratio) method.
approach, hereafter we call \the full tree-level improvement method", preserves the expectation
values of the continuum value. Note that, in addition to all the tree-level discretization errors
from nite lattice spacing a, that from the nite-volume also can be eliminated with the full
tree-level improvement method. There is an extra advantage that what we need is only to
calculate (a2=t; L=a)jFull order in addition to the evaluation of t2hE(t)ijlat since the calculation
of weight factors does not require the large computational cost.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the new approach, in Fig. 23, we show the t dependence of
t2hE(t)i calculated at  = 6:17. The three panels show results for O(a2)-imp ows by the
combination method (left), the ratio improved ows with the clover-type denitions (center)
and the full tree-level improved ows (right). The red solid (blue dashed) curve in each panel
is obtained from the Wilson (Iwasaki) ows, while the green dot-dashed curves in each panel
are from the Symanzik ow. The yellow shaded band in each panel represents the continuum
perturbative calculation using the NNLO formula of Eq. (3.58) with the four-loop MS running
coupling [51, 52].
As shown in Fig. 23, both results from the ratio (center) and full tree-level improvement
methods (right) are much closer to the perturbative calculation compared to the results from
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Figure 26: The ratio of t2hE(t)i at  = 6:17
from the full-tree level improved to from the
ratio method with the plaquette-type def-
inition. (using the same graphical conven-
tions as in Fig. 23.)
combination method especially in the small-t region. Furthermore, the dierences among the
dierent ow actions are more suppressed than the case of the combination method (left). The
discrepancies clearly reect the fact that the combination method is valid only in the region of
t=r20  (a=r0)2  0:02. On the other hand, the dierences between the ratio and full-tree level
improvement method is hardly read o from Fig. 23. To take a closer look at the dierences,
we focus on the results in the smaller-t regime. Figure 24 shows the comparison in the smaller-t
regime (t=r20 < 0:015) between the ratio method (blue) and full tree-level improvement (red)
with the corresponding three ow actions. The left, center and right panel are plotted for the
Wilson, Iwasaki and Symanzik ows respectively. In all panels, the results obtained from the
full tree-level improvement are more closer to the perturbative calculation in the small-t regime.
The observed tendencies may reect that the continuum value of t2hE(t)i is not protected in
the ratio method. We also evaluate the ratio of the results from the full-tree level improvement
and the ratio method with clover-type denition in Fig. 25. This gure shows that all the ratios
do not approach to the unity in the limit t ! 0. Recall that the deviation from the unity
indicates that the ratio method possesses some hidden uncertainties in comparison to our full
tree-level improvement in the smaller-t region. If t2hE(t)i would have no eects beyond the
tree-level, the results from two method must coincide with each other. Indeed, when there are
non-negligible quantum eects that remain even in the small-t region, the ratio method might
miss the continuum value of t2hE(t)i. Therefore, the behavior of Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 indicates
we should use our new approach even in the small-t region. Although we use the clover-type
denition for the ratio method, we may of course choose the plaquette-type denition. In
Fig. 26, we then check the ratio of the results from the full-tree level improvement and the ratio
method with plaquette-type denition. This gure does not change our conclusion made from
Fig. 25. However, it is found that the ratio for the Symanzik ow (green-dotted curve) with the
plaquette-type denition is closest to unity in the wide range of the ow-time. It indicates this
particular set-up has relatively small quantum eects in the whole region of t.
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Figure 27: The full tree-level improved behavior of t2hE(t)i (left) and hW (t)i (right) at  = 6:17
as functions of t=r20.
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Figure 28: The ratio of t2hE(t)i at  = 6:17 from the full-tree level improved to from the
O(a2)-imp ows. Red (blue) solid curve represents the ratio between the Wilson ow and
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In Fig. 27, we also check the behavior of hW (t)i under the full tree-level improvements and
compare the behavior with the case of t2hE(t)i. As can be seen in Fig. 27, the consistency of
hW (t)i among three dierent ow actions becomes worse rather than that of t2hE(t)i. Therefore,
we hereafter use the full tree-level improved t2hE(t)i for determining the new reference scale.
Finally, in order to evaluate the uncertainties that depend on the type of ow action in the
full tree-level improvements, we plot the ratio between the dierent ow-type results in Fig. 28.
red, blue and dark-green solid curve represents the ratio between the Wilson ow and Iwasaki
ow, the Wilson ow and Symanzik ow, and the Iwasaki ow and Symanzik ow. Figure 28
shows the systematic uncertainties due to the choice of the ow actions are relatively small and
stable in the region of 0:02 . t=r20 . 0:03. The region of 0:02 = t=r20, which corresponds to the
region of t = a, is considered as the lower bound of the ducial windows, where the observables
in the owed elds make sense [64]. Therefore, we focus on the region of 0:09 . t2hE(t)i . 0:12
that corresponds to the region of 0:02 . t=r20 . 0:03 where the small systematic uncertainties
can be kept on determination of the reference scale as much as possible.
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Table 8: Simulation parameters of six ensembles generated by the Wilson gauge action at
 = 6:42. The values of L are estimated form the Sommer scale. Nconf is the number of gauge
congurations.
 (L=a)3  (T=a)  L [fm] Nconf
6.42 123  12 0.60 200
163  16 0.80 100
203  20 1.00 200
243  24 1.20 100
323  32 1.59 100
483  48 2.39 100
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Figure 29: The behavior of t2hE(t)i at  = 6:42 with six dierent lattice volume sizes. The left
and right panels show the results of the plaquette- and clover-type denitions.
5.3 Numerical results of full tree-level improvement method
In this section, we use the full tree-level improvement method and evaluate tX for the small X
in order to set the new reference scale in the small-t regime. To know the new reference scale in
the wide range of , we need to perform numerical simulations at various values of . The large
number of numerical simulations demands the larger computational costs as the parameter 
increases since the large  requires the large lattice size with xed physical volume. For the cost
reduction, we would like to perform numerical simulations with the smaller lattice size as much
as possible. Therefore, we rst explore the nite-volume eects on the lattice gradient ows in
the following section.
5.3.1 Finite-volume eects
To examine nite-volume dependence on t2hE(t)i, we generate six ensembles by the Wilson
gauge action at xed  = 6:42 as summarized in Table 8. The gauge ensembles are generated
by the same way that is described in Sec. 4.4.1. Figure 29 displays how the behavior of t2hE(t)i
changes in the small-t regime when the lattice volume increases. The left and right panels
show the changes with the plaquette- and clover- type denitions, respectively. In Fig. 29, the
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Figure 30: The improved behavior of t2hE(t)i obtained through the full tree-level improvement
method at  = 6:42 with six dierent lattice volume sizes.
results obtained on the lattice sizes larger than L=a = 20 are consistent with each other in
the depicted region. On the other hand, the results obtained on the lattice sizes smaller than
L=a = 16 show dierent curves that are away from curves obtained from L=a  20 even in the
small-t regime. Recall that the nite-volume eects in the tree-level corrections are supposed to
be eliminated with the full tree-level improvement method as described in Sec. 5.2. Figure 30
shows the behavior of the full tree-level improved t2hE(t)i obtained on the six deferent lattice
sizes. As can be seen in Fig. 30, a dierence between the results of L=a = 12 and L=a = 16
in Fig. 29 becomes diminished in the region of 0:01 . t=r20 . 0:02. However, there is still
visible discrepancies between the results obtained from L=a  20 and L=a  16. Lattice size of
L=a = 16 corresponds to 0:8[fm] in physical unit. Therefore, we can conclude that we must keep
the spatial size bigger than L  1:0[fm] even with the full tree-level improvement method where
the nite volume eects is eliminated at tree-level. We therefore perform lattice simulations
with the spatial size of L & 1:3[fm] in the following section.
5.4 Determination of the new reference scale
In this section, we determine the new reference scale through the Yang-Mills gradient ow
with the full tree-level improvement method. For the purpose, in addition to the previous work
done in Chapter 4, we generate ten additional ensembles with the Wilson gauge action. The
details of the set-ups of gauge congurations are summarized in Table 9. In Table 9, we also
tabulate the expectation values of plaquette P that is necessary for the evaluation of
p
tXMS.
Due to the limited computational resources, the total numbers of the gauge congurations at
 = 7:07, where the largest lattice size 724 is demanded, is less than other cases. As mentioned
in the previous section, we keep the spatial size over L & 1:3[fm] for numerical simulations.
Note that the dimensionful value of L is roughly estimated from the Sommer scale and thus it
contains some systematic uncertainties especially in the case of   6:95 since the upper bound
of the usage of Eq. (2.77) is  = 6:92. The autocorrelation in our numerical results are evaluated
by the bin-size (Nbin) dependence in the jackknife analysis. We conform there is no visible Nbin
dependence for all set-ups.
To obtain the relation between the value of  and the reference scale tX , we carry out the
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Table 9: Simulation parameters of four ensembles generated by the Wilson gauge action. The
values of the Sommer scale r0 and lattice spacing a are taken from Ref. [11]. The eective
region of Ref. [11] is in 5:7    6:92 and the estimation of  = 6:95 and 7.07 has larger
systematic uncertainties. Nconf is the number of gauge congurations. P is the expectation
values of plaquette.
 (L=a)3  (T=a) r0=a a [fm]  L [fm] Nconf P
5.96 243  48 5.078(64) 0.0999 2.36 100 0.589 1583(32)
6.17 323  64 6.798(57) 0.0710 2.36 100 0.610 8670(14)
6.42 483  96 10.23(7) 0.0498 2.35 100 0.632 2170(06)
5.89 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0113 3.63 100 0.580 5526(08)
6.02 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0900 2.88 100 0.595 8680(08)
6.06 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0842 2.69 100 0.600 0849(07)
6.20 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0679 2.17 300 0.610 8670(14)
6.36 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0541 1.73 300 0.627 4105(07)
6.40 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0512 1.64 300 0.630 6310(06)
6.56 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0418 1.34 300 0.642 7925(06)
6.79 483  48 10.23(7) 0.0311 1.49 100 0.658 5695(03)
6.95 643  64 10.23(7) 0.0249 1.59 100 0.668 5739(02)
7.07 723  72 10.23(7) 0.0208 1.50 50 0.675 6317(02)
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Figure 31: The behavior of ln (a=
p
t0:11) as
functions of . The red points are the nu-
merical results. The statistical errors are
smaller than 0.4% and therefore invisible
on the scale of this gure.
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Figure 32: The behavior of the ratio be-
tween the value of
p
t0:11=a from the numer-
ical simulations and also from Eq. (5.13)
as function of . The yellow shaded band
shows the uncertainties of Eq. (5.13) deter-
mined by the jucknife errors of coecients.
least square tting with singular value decomposition (SVD). SVD is a method to eliminate
the rounding errors caused from computer processing. The details of SVD are discussed in
Appendix A. To determine the optimal X for the reference scale tX , we perform the least square
tting at the range 0:5  X  1:9. From the viewpoints of the reduced chi-square (2=D.O.F)
of the tting function (see Fig. 33), t0:11 is a best choice for the new reference scale and its
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shaded band shows the uncertainties from
the t parameters.
relation with  is given as follows:
ln

ap
t0:11

= c1 + c2(   6:5) + c3(   6:5)2 + c4(   6:5)3 (5.13)
where c1 =  0:6110(4), c2 =  1:335(2), c3 = 0:1732(30) and c4 =  0:2010(66). The tting
range is 5:89    7:07 and 2=D.O.F = 1:062. The errors of the coecients in Eq. (5.13)
are mainly caused by the statistical errors in our numerical simulations. There is no signicant
change if the tting formula is changed from the third to the fourth-order polynomial function.
In Fig. 31, we plots relation between ln (a=
p
t0:11) as a function of . The red points are
the numerical results at corresponding  and the yellow shaded band represents the statistical
uncertainties determined by jackknife method. As shown in Fig. 31, the statistical uncertainties
are very tiny in the applicable region of Eq. (5.13) (5:89    7:07).
To verify the precision of Eq. (5.13), we evaluate the ratio between measured values of
p
t0:11=a
and results given by a formula of Eq. (5.13) as shown in Fig. 32. The red points represents the
ratio of (
p
t0:11=a)t=(
p
t0:11=a)lat, while the yellow shaded band denotes the uncertainties in t
parameters in Eq. (5.13). As can be seen in Fig. 32, all the red points are consistent with the
unity within two standard deviations. The accuracy of
p
t0:11=a in Eq. (5.13) is about less than
0.5% in all tting range except for at  = 7:07 which has about 0.7% uncertainty.
To evaluate the dimensionful value of
p
t0:11, we next consider the continuum extrapolation
of
p
t0:11=r0 as in Fig. 34. The seven red points corresponding the data calculated in the range
6:17    6:79 in Fig. 34 are used for the continuum extrapolation of pt0:11=r0, Note that
the reference value of r0 at larger   6:95 are beyond the applicability region of Eq. (2.77).
On the other hand, the results at smaller   6:06 are also not adequate since the values of
a2=t0:11 exceed the unity in the case of X = 0:11. We thus take the limit of a! 0 by using the
seven results with a cubic polynomial tting that gives 2=D.O.F = 1:844. The yellow shaded
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Figure 35: The ratio between the lat-
tice spacing a from Eq. (5.13) and from
Eq. (2.77). The yellow shaded band shows
the uncertainties from the t parameters
and the Sommer scale r0=a.
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Figure 36: The ratio between the lat-
tice spacing a from Eq. (5.13) and from
Eq. (3.73). The yellow shaded band shows
the uncertainties mainly from the t pa-
rameters.
band in Fig. 34 are determined by the jackknife errors on tting parameters in the third order
polynomial form. The value of
p
t0:11 should include the systematic errors due to the errors of
parameters in Eq. (2.77) and thus the nal result of
p
t0:11 in the continuum theory is obtained
as follows: p
t0:11 = 0:0847(3)(8)(1)[fm]; (5.14)
where the rst error represents the statistical error in our numerical simulations, the second one
is evaluated from errors on parameters appearing in Eq. (2.77). The third one is determined in
the choice of the polynomial regression by a dierence.
We next compare the lattice spacing a obtained from the formula of Eq. (5.13) with the similar
formulas of the previous two reference scales, namely, the Sommer scale r0 (Eq. 2.77) and the
gradient ow scale w0 (Eq. 3.73). In Fig. 35, we rst show a comparison with the Sommer scale
r0. Figure 35 shows that the relative magnitude of uncertainties is about a few percent and the
error band is consistent with the unity within one or two standard deviations in the applicability
region of Eq. (5.13). The observed consistency indicates that both our reference scale
p
t0:11 and
Eq. (5.13) work well in the applicable region. Here, the uncertainty caused by the Sommer scale
dominates the total uncertainties represented by the yellow band in Fig. 35. Recall that both of
Eq. (2.77) and Eq. (5.14) share the uncertainties due to the errors of parameters in Eq. (2.77).
Therefore, by taking into account the correlation between Eq. (2.77) and Eq. (5.14), the relative
magnitude of uncertainties in Fig. 35 is shrinked into the new yellow band in Fig. 36. Figure 36
shows that there are a few percents discrepancies between
p
t0:11 and r0 in the entire region of
the applicability of Eq. (2.77). In the smaller- region where the deviation from the unity is
remarkable, the tendency of new yellow band in Fig. 36 seems to be much inuenced by the
result obtained at  = 6:17 because its statistical uncertainty is relatively small. To check the
inuence of the result at  = 6:17 on the new yellow band, we recalculate Eq. (5.13) by using the
lattice results in the narrower region of 6:42    7:07. In Fig. 37, we show the uncertainties
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Figure 38: The ratio between the lat-
tice spacing a from Eq. (5.13) and from
Eq. (3.73). The yellow shaded band shows
the uncertainties from the t parameters
and the Sommer scale r0=a.
observed in the recalculated relation between  and
p
t0:11=a as the blue band. Of course, in the
smaller- region, the blue band becomes wider than the yellow band because of the restriction of
its narrower applicable region. However, the central value is mostly consistent with each other
even in the smaller- region and this observation implies that the estimation of the yellow band
in Fig. 36 or Fig. 37 is plausible. Recall that a similar discrepancy was observed between r0
and w0 [20]. Therefore, our observed discrepancy between
p
t0:11 and r0 may come from the
systematic uncertainties in the evaluation of r0=a where the limit process regarding the time
extent T is necessary. Note that Eq. (2.77) was obtained from two datasets, which are combined
between the older lattice results simulated in Ref. [11] (5:70    6:40) and the newer results in
Ref. [12] (6:57    6:92). Therefore, the values of lattice spacing calculated in the smaller-
region of Eq. (2.77) might have relatively large hidden uncertainties due to the limit process.
More than a few percent deviation from the unity in the smaller- region (  6:40) thus would
be mainly caused in the older simulations for determination of r0.
The dierences between our reference scale and the Sommer scale become large as the value
of  increases for   7:0. As mentioned in Sec. 2.4.2, the dierences in the larger- give much
impact on the accuracy of numerical simulations at nite temperature. Note that the large
systematic errors in the Sommer scale are found only in the case of pure SU(3) Yang-Mills
theory at the moment. Therefore, it does not imply that all the previous results of full QCD
contain over 3% systematic uncertainties. For the determination of full QCD reference scale, we
need to extend the full tree-level improvement method so as to include the eects of dynamical
fermions in the gradient ow.
Figure 38 shows a comparison with the gradient ow scale w0. In Fig. 38, the yellow band rep-
resents the systematic uncertainties determined based on the parameter uncertainties appearing
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Figure 39: Continuum extrapolation of
p
t0:11MS. The red points represent the results from
6:17    7:07. The yellow shaded band represents the statistical errors in the t parameters.
in Eq. (2.77). The yellow band depicted in Fig. 38 is much larger than the one in Fig. 36 because
of the bad accuracy of the continuum value of w0. Although, the results of the lattice spacing a
agree with each other albeit with rather large systematic uncertainties, the new reference scalep
t0:11 is considered as more suitable one. This is because much better accuracy of Eq. (5.14) is
achieved with a help of theoretical validity from the viewpoint of the perturbative theory.
Finally, we evaluate the parameter
p
t0:11MS which can be used to set a scale for the running
coupling constant s(). The determination of s() requires an accurate determination of a
reference scale so that
p
t0:11MS is better than the combination of r0MS. For the evaluation
of
p
t0:11MS, we use the method applied for studying the scaling behavior of the  parameter
in Sec. 4.5.2. Figure 39 shows the continuum extrapolation of
p
t0:11MS. In the case of the
continuum extrapolation of
p
t0:11=r0, we use numerical results of
p
t0:11=r0 in the range 6:17 
  7:07. The red symbols plotted in Fig. 39 are numerical results obtained in the above range
and the yellow shaded band represents the statistical errors determined by the jackknife analysis
on the t parameters in the third order polynomial tting formula. From the analysis, we get
p
t0:11MS = 0:1040(2)(5); (5.15)
where the rst error represents the statistical error in our numerical simulations and the second
one is evaluated by a dierence in the choice of the polynomial regression. The relative size of
the statistical and systematic errors in Eq. (5.15) is much smaller than that of r0MS quoted in
Eq. (3.66) and also other result [60]:
r0MS = 0:614(2)(5): (5.16)
In this chapter, we proposed the full tree-level improvement method which can eliminate
all orders of tree-level lattice discretization corrections. By using our proposed improvement
program, we have obtained a more reliable reference scale
p
t0:11 and determined the relation
between
p
t0:11 and  with high accuracy in the wide range of . Although we only consider the
improvement program on a specic quantity such as the expectation value of ve-dimensional
energy density E(t; x) in this thesis, the application of the full tree-level improvement method
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is not limited for a specic quantity t2hE(t)i. In the following chapter, we extend the full
tree-level improvement method to the energy-momentum tensor on the lattice and apply it to
calculations of thermodynamic quantities, which requires the accurate value of
p
r0MS for the
precise evaluation of thermodynamic quantities.
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6 Application to nite temperature
Recently, a novel approach to calculate the thermodynamic quantities based on the Yang-
Mills gradient ow has been proposed in Ref. [64]. The Yang-Mills gradient ow is utilized
for the construction of the lattice energy-momentum tensor (EMT) [26][27]. The denition
of the EMT operator on the lattice was one of the most dicult problem in lattice QCD.
Although lattice QCD is the most successful non-perturbative formulation of QCD, the lattice
regularization breaks part of the Poincare symmetry explicitly. Therefore, the EMT operator,
which is the generator of Poincare group, can not be properly dened on the lattice in the
ordinary way, though the EMT operator is one of the most fundamental operator in quantum
eld theory. The correlation functions composed of the EMT operator at nite temperature can
access various thermal and transport properties of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) that is one of
the most vibrant research objects in modern physics [65]. The transport properties of QGP, such
as shear viscosity, have especially attracted much attention from the both sides of theoretical
and experimental approaches. Now, it becomes possible to calculate such quantities with the
lattice EMT operator constructed directly through the Yang-Mills gradient ow. However, the
simple application of the Yang-Mills gradient ow may contain large lattice discretization errors.
Therefore, in this chapter, we extend the full tree-level improvement method to the lattice EMT
operator and conrm the eectiveness of our proposed improvement through evaluating the
simple thermodynamic quantities with the lattice EMT operator. In the beginning, we start
with the brief review of QGP.
6.1 Quark-gluon plasma
In extremely high temperature, the quarks and gluons are released from hadrons into decon-
nement phase. Such phenomenon is called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). The research about
thermal properties in the QGP phase, that was realized in the early universe, is important to
understand the history of our universe. Therefore, several experiments using ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions have been running at all hours of the day and night [66][67][68][69][70][71].
Under the circumstances, theoretical research activities on QGP physics have been going on for
more than three decades.
QCD possesses the asymptotic freedom, which is represented by the running coupling constant
s (Eq.3.64). Although the coupling constant becomes small as the energy scale q increases,
QCD deconnement phase transition takes place at TC  150 MeV, which is not high energy
scale enough to use the perturbative expansion in terms of the coupling s(q). Lattice QCD
as a well-established non-perturbative approach plays a crucial role to study the QGP physics.
Some thermal properties in the QGP can be obtained with the EMT operator. In the following
section, we explain the relation between the thermodynamic quantities and the EMT operator.
6.2 Thermodynamic quantities from EMT operator
In the thermal equilibrium at nite temperature T , the expectation value of the EMT operator
has only diagonal components because of the Poincare invariance of the vacuum and it is given
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by
hTi =
0BBBB@
 (T ) 0 0 0
0 P (T ) 0 0
0 0 P (T ) 0
0 0 0 P (T )
1CCCCA
where (T ) and P (T ) denote the energy density and the pressure at nite temperature T . The
interaction measure , which is related to the trace of the EMT (so-called trace anomaly), is
given by a combination of (T ) and P (T ) as follows:
 = (T )  3P (T ) =  hTRi: (6.1)
Furthermore, the entropy density at zero chemical potential is also obtained from the combina-
tion of (T ) and P (T ) as
sT = (T ) + P (T ) =  hTR00i+
1
3
X
i=1;2;3
hTRii i: (6.2)
The energy density  and the pressure P as a function of temperature T provide basic information
for research of both the heavy-ion collisions and neutron stars. Therefore, it is important to
perform high precision determination of above two thermodynamic quantities from lattice QCD
simulations.
In addition to the above thermodynamic quantities, the transport coecients like bulk and
shear viscosities can be measured from the two-point correlations of the EMT operator in thermal
equilibrium. The shear viscosity is dened through the Green-Kubo relation [72] as follows:
 =
1
T
Z 1
0
dt
Z
V
d3xhT12(~x; t)T12(~0; t)i: (6.3)
The shear viscosity is one of input parameters in the modern relativistic hydrodynamic simula-
tions which is a highly successful approach to study the QGP phenomena in experiments [73].
Therefore, non-perturbative calculation of the heavy-ions shear viscosity in lattice QCD is of
importance for the QGP study. By using the uid/gravity correspondence, the shear viscosity
can be obtained under the limit of NC !1 [74][75][76][77]. However, the valued obtained from
the uid/gravity correspondence for the shear viscosity is just the value that is valid only in the
large NC limit and it is not the one of QCD (NC = 3). Therefore, the accurate value evaluated
with lattice QCD is required for both the energy density  and pressure P .
As described above, the non-perturbative calculations of the EMT related observables are
valuable in many physical subjects. However, lattice QCD was not suitable for the calculation
due to the lack of the full Poincare invariance on the lattice. In the case of the energy density
 and the pressure P , these quantities are instead obtained through by an indirect \integral
method" or \shifted boundary method" without using the lattice EMT operator both in the
pure Yang-Mills theory [78][79][80][81] and in full QCD [82][83]. On the other hand, there is
no method to calculate the shear viscosity without the EMT and therefore the naively dened
lattice EMT operator was often used for its calculations [84][85]. Hence, the theoretically proper
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EMT operator on the lattice has been craved for many years.
Finally, in recent years, H.Suzuki and L. Del Debbio proposed the renormalized EMT operator
which possess the trace anomaly on the lattice through the Yang-Mills gradient ow [26][27].
In this thesis, we follow the approach proposed by Suzuki [27]. According to Ref. [27], the
renormalized lattice EMT operator is dened by the following relation:
fTgR(x) '
t!0+
1
U (t)
U(t; x) +

4E(t)
[E(t; x)  hE(t; x)i0]: (6.4)
where hi0 means the expectation value at zero temperature. We will briey review the detailed
derivation of Eq. (6.4) in Appendix B.
The validity of Eq. (6.4) needs to be checked somehow. M. Asakawa et al. (FlowQCD
collaboration) focus on the entropy density and interaction measure which can be calculated by
the integral method without using the lattice EMT operator[64]. By using Eq. (6.4), the entropy
density and interaction measure can be written in terms of the owed elds:
 '
t!0+
  1
E(t)
[hE(t)iT   hE(t)iT=0]; (6.5)
and
sT '
t!0+
4
3U (t)
hU00(t)iT ; (6.6)
where the subscript T indicates the expectation value is measured at given temperature T .
Therefore, if one wants to evaluate thermodynamic quantities, the R.H.S of Eq. (6.5) and
Eq. (6.6) are supposed to be calculated in lattice simulations. FlowQCD has calculated the
above two thermodynamic quantities using the Yang-Mills gradient ow and they also checked
the validity and applicability of the lattice EMT operator in Ref. [64]. The calculation process
done in Ref. [64] is summarized as the following four steps:
Step 1 Generate the gauge congurations of the corresponding lattice theory at nite lattice
spacing a on the lattice volume N3S NT .
Step 2 Diuse each gauge conguration with the gradient ow equation to acquire the owed link
variables in the following ducial window,
2a
p
8t R
2
; (6.7)
where R is an infrared cut o scale such as  1QCD or T
 1 = NTa. The lower bound of
the ducial window is originated from the diusion radius
p
8t of the Yang-Mills gradient
ow.
Step 3 Evaluate thermodynamics quantities at each ow-time t using Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.6).
Step 4 Extrapolate the results of Step 3 toward the double limit of a ! 0 and t ! 0 where the
limit of a ! 0 should be taken rst before the limit of a ! 0 to keep the condition of
Eq. (6.7).
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Table 10: The results of dimensionless interaction measure =T 4 and entropy density s=T 3are
obtained in Ref. [21]. The rst error represents the systematic error, the second one is the sys-
tematic error associated with the t range and the third one comes from systematic uncertainties
of w0MS caused from possible topological freezing.
T=TC =T
4 s=T 3
0.93 0.066(32)(+3 2)(0) 0.082(33)(
+3
 6)(0)
1.02 1.945(57)(+8 7)(0) 2.104(63)(
+16
 2 )(8)
1.12 2.560(33)(+12 8 )(0) 3.603(46)(
+39
 0 )(13)
1.40 1.777(24)(+14 3 )(0) 4.706(35)(
+49
 0 )(17)
1.68 1.201(19)(+12 0 )(0) 5.285(35)(
+44
 0 )(18)
2.10   5.617(34)(+66 0 )(18)
2.32   5.657(55)(+82 15)(18)
2.69   5.914(32)(+70 0 )(18)
In Table 10, we quote the most recent results of dimensionless interaction measure =T 4 and
entropy density s=T 3 from Ref. [21]. The results in Table 10 contain three-types of errors. The
rst errors are the statistic errors, while the second one represents the systematic errors stemming
from Step 4. The third one represents the systematic uncertainties due to the topological
freezing eects in determination of the reference scale w0. As can be seen in Table 10, the
second systematic errors are much larger than the statistical one in the case of entropy density
in the region of 1:4  T=TC  2:69 where TC is the critical temperature of the deconnement
transition in QCD. Therefore, for an accurate determination, we need to control the systematic
error, which is associated with the limit process described in Step 4, as much as possible. The
rst systematic errors attribute to the lattice discretization uncertainties in the lattice EMT
operator. Here, there are basically two ways to control such systematic errors:
1. Use the large- gauge congurations
As explained in Sec. 2.3.6, the input parameter of  in the pure Yang-Mills lattice simula-
tions is described as a function of the lattice spacing a. The systematic errors that come
from the nite lattice spacing become smaller as the input parameter  becomes larger.
Therefore, by performing the large- simulations, we can suppress the lattice systematic
errors in the EMT operator. However, in lattice simulations at nite temperature T , the
temperature of system is given by T = (NTa)
 1 and the thermodynamic limit requires that
the space extent NS is always larger than the temporal extent NT and thus the condition
of NT =NS = 1=4 should be satised [86]. As a result, if one performs lattice simulations
at higher temperature with small lattice spacings, both the temporal and spatial extents
are kept large accordingly. The simulation cost dramatically increases proportional to the
lattice size N3S NT .
2. Use perfect tree-level improvement method
In the previous chapter, we have proposed the full tree-level improvement method which
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can eliminate all orders of tree-level discretization corrections on t2hE(t)i at zero temper-
ature. As shown in the previous numerical results, our method is very eective to reduce
the discretization eects in the small-t regime even at small . To calculate the thermody-
namic quantities by using the proper lattice EMT operator, we need to evaluate the owed
observables in much smaller-t regime as shown in Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.6). Although the
simulations with the smaller values of  can be carried out with lower computational costs,
the numerical results must contain larger discretization uncertainties. The tree-level im-
provement method can suppress the large discretization eects in the smaller  simulations
and then enables us to perform simulations with the lower computational costs.
We thus consider an extension of the tree-level improvement method to the lattice EMT
operator. In this thesis, we focus on two simple thermodynamic quantities, namely, interaction
measure and entropy density to be compared with the existing results calculated in Ref. [64].
Needless to say, there is no essential problem to apply our improvement method to some quantity
which is calculated through many point correlation functions composed of the EMT operator
such as the case of viscosity.
6.3 Full tree-level improvement method for the thermodynamic quantities
In this section, we develop the full tree-level improvement method for calculating two thermo-
dynamic quantities. As described in Sec. 4.2, the tree-level discretization corrections of t2hE(t)i
at zero temperature is given in Ref. [63] as
t2hE(t)ilat;T=0 = t2hE(t)itreecont;T=0
h
CE;T=0(a
2=t; L=a) +O(g20)
i
; (6.8)
with
t2hE(t)itreecont;T=0 =
3g20
162
; (6.9)
where CT=0(a
2=t; L=a) = 1 + T=0(a
2=t; L=a). In a similar manner, the observables hX(t)i on
the lattice can be expressed as
hX(t)ilat = hX(t)itreecont
h
CX(a
2=t; L=a) +O(g20)
i
: (6.10)
When we carry out the full-tree level improvement for the quantity of E at zero temperature,
we need to evaluate the values of T=0(a
2=t; L=a) in the cases of both plaquette- and clover-type
denitions. In order to obtain the tree-level discretization corrections of  for desired thermo-
dynamic operator, we have to evaluate the tree-level value X(t) of corresponding observables in
the continuum theory. Therefore, in the following section, we rst derive the tree-level value of
X(t) for two thermodynamic quantities and then obtain the explicit form of C(a2=t; L=a) for
each under the full tree-level improvement.
6.3.1 Improvement of interaction measure
We rst consider the improvement of interaction measure , which is dened with the owed
elds by Eq. (6.5). We only need to incorporate hE(t)iT which contains the temperature eect
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for the energy density E. At nite temperature T , the explicit form of t2hE(t)iT on the lattice
is given as
t2hE(t)ijtreelat;T =
8g20
N3SNT
t2
a4
+
4g20
N3SNT
t2
a4
NS 1;NT 1X
n=0;n2 6=0
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

: (6.11)
The tree-level terms of t2hE(t)ijT in the continuum theory are obtained as follows:
t2hE(t)ijtreecont;T = 4g20t2T
1X
n= 1
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

; (6.12)
with p0 = 2nT .
Using the Feynman gauge ( = 1), the tree-level result is obtained as follows:
t2hE(t)itreecont;T = 4g20t2T
X
n
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3

e tp
2
(p2) 1e tp
2
(4p2   p2)

= 4g20t
2T
X
n
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3
3e 2tp
2
=
3g20
162
p
8tT
X
n
e 2tp
2
0 : (6.13)
We nally get the following form for t2hEiT on the lattice at nite temperature T :
t2hE(t)ilat;T = 3g
2
0
162
F(t)
h
CE;T (a
2=t;NS ; NT ) +O(g20)
i
; (6.14)
where
F(t) =
p
8tT
X
e 2tp
2
0 ; (6.15)
and
CE;T (a
2=t;NS ; NT ) =
162
3F(t) t
2hE(t)ijtreelat;T
=
1
F(t)

1282
3N3SNT
t2
a4
+
642
3N3SNT
t2
a4
NS 1;NT 1X
n=0;n2 6=0
tr

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

(6.16)
= 1 + E;T (a
2=t;NS ; NT ): (6.17)
Using above results, we can obtain the tree-level discretization errors in the interaction measure
 as follows:
jlat;T =   1
t2E(t)
[t2hE(t)ijlat;T   t2hE(t)ijlat;T=0]
=
1
t2E(t)
3g20
162
(1 F(t))[C(a2=t;NS ; NT ) +O(g20)]; (6.18)
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where
C(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) = 1 + (a
2=t;NS ; NT )
=
CE;T=0(a
2=t; L=a)  CE;T (a2=t;NS ; NT )
1 F(t) ; (6.19)
where L=a corresponds to NS . The second term in the rst line of the R.H.S. of Eq. (6.19)
(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) is also given by the following equation:
(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) = E;T=0(a
2=t; L=a) F(t)E;T (a2=t;NS ; NT ): (6.20)
Therefore, by numerically evaluating Eq. (6.19) and Eq. (6.20) for the cases of plaquette- and
clover-type denitions, we can perform the full tree-level improvement on the interaction mea-
sure.
6.3.2 Improvement of entropy density
Next, we consider the application of the full tree-level improvement method to the entropy
density s. The entropy density is expressed by using U00(t; x), which is given as
U00(t; x) = G0(t; x)G0(t; x)  E(t; x): (6.21)
At nite temperature, t2hG0(t)G0(t)i on the lattice is given as
t2hG0(t)G0(t)ijtreelat;T =
8g20
N3SNT
t2
a4
+
16g20
N3SNT
t2
a4
NS 1;NT 1X
n=0;n2 6=0

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

00
:
(6.22)
The tree-level value of t2hG0(t)G0(t)i in the continuum theory is expressed as follows:
t2hG0G0(t)itreecont = 16g20t2T
1X
n= 1
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

00
= 4g20t
2T
X
n
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3

4(p2   p20)
p2

e 2tp
2
: (6.23)
Then, the tree-level value of t2hU00(t)i in the continuum theory is given by the following equation:
t2hU00(t)itreecont = 4g20t2T
X
n
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3

1  4p
2
0
p2

e 2tp
2
= 4g20

t2T
X
n
1
(8t)
3
2
e 8
2tT  G[p20]

; (6.24)
where
G[p20]  t2T
X
n
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3
4p20
p2
e 2tp
2
: (6.25)
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To evaluate G[p20], we use the Schwinger representation for 1=p
2 appearing in Eq. (6.25) as
G[p20] = 4t
2T
X
n
Z 1
0
d
Z 1
 1
d3p
(2)3
p20e
 (2t+)p2 : (6.26)
where  denotes the Schwinger parameter . Using above expression, we obtain
G[p20] = 4t
2T
X
n
Z 1
0
d
1
(2)3


(2t+ )
 3
2
p20e
 (2t+)p20
=
t2
2
3
2
T
X
n
p30
Z 1
2tp20
dyy 
3
2 e y
=
t2
2
3
2
T
X
n
p30  ( 
1
2
; 2tp20)
= 8
3
2 t2T 4
1X
n=1
n3  ( 1
2
; 82tT 2); (6.27)
where we use the incomplete gamma function in fourth equality:
 (a; x) 
Z 1
x
ta 1e tdt: (6.28)
Substituting Eq. (6.27) into Eq. (6.24), we get the tree-level discretization corrections in the
entropy density s as follows:
sjlat;T = 4
3t2U (t)
t2hU00(t)ilat;T
=
4
3t2U (t)
3g20
162
H(t)CU (a2=t;NS ; NT ) +O(g20); (6.29)
where
H(t) =

t2T
1X
n= 1
p
8t
3
e 8
2tT   64
2
3
G[p20]

; (6.30)
and
Cs(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) = 1 + s(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) (6.31)
=
1
H(t) [C00(a
2=t;NS ; NT )  CE;T (a2=t;NS ; NT )]: (6.32)
Here, C00(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) is nally given by using t
2hG0(t)G0(t)ijlat;T as
C00(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) =
162
3
t2hG0(t)G0(t)ijlat;T
=

1282
3N3SNT
t2
a4
+
2562
3N3SNT
t2
a4
NS 1;NT 1X
n=0;n2 6=0

e t(S
f+G)(Sg + G) 1e t(Sf+G)Se

00

:
(6.33)
Therefore, if we numerically evaluate Eq. (6.32) in both cases of plaquette- and clover-type
denitions, we can evaluate all the tree-level discretization corrections for both cases and then
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Table 11: Simulation parameters of three ensembles generated by the Wilson gauge action.
T=TC  (N
3
S NT ) Nconf
6.20 323  6 300
1.65 6.40 323  8 300
6.56 323  10 300
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Figure 40: The behavior of tree-level lattice discretization errors in the interaction measure 
as functions of
p
8tT . Red, blue, and green curves represent results obtained from the Wilson,
Iwasaki and Symanzik ows. The solid (dotted) curves are the results with the plaquette-
(clover-) type of denition. The three panels show the results calculated wtih NT = 6 (left),
NT = 8 (center), and NT = 10 (right).
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Figure 41: The behavior of tree-level lattice discretization errors in the entropy density s as
functions of
p
8tT . The graphical conventions are same used in Fig. 40.
can perform the full tree-level improvement for the entropy density.
6.3.3 Numerical calculation
In this section, we carry out numerical simulations to evaluate both the entropy density and
interaction measure through the Yang-Mills gradient ow and then show how the full tree-level
improvement method works well for both thermodynamic quantities . In this thesis, we focus
only on the case of T = 1:65TC which is calculated in Ref. [64]. As summarized in Table 11, we
generate three ensembles by the Wilson gauge action (cg = 0) (which corresponds to the same
lattice setups as in Ref. [64]).
We rst evaluate the size of tree-level discretization uncertainties in the cases tabulated in
Table 11 by calculating both s(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) and (a
2=t;NS ; NT ) numerically. Figure 40 and
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Figure 42: The behavior of dimensionless entropy density (s=T 3) at T = 1:65TC as a function ofp
8tT . Each panels show the results from NT = 6 (left), NT = 8 (center) and NT = 10 (right),
respectively. The red (blue) curves represents the results obtained from the plaquette- (clover-)
type of denition. The black-dotted horizontal line indicates that the continuum result from the
indirect integral method (s=T 3 = 5:13) [80].
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Figure 43: The behavior of dimensionless entropy density (s=T 3) at T = 1:65TC as a function
of
p
8tT . The dark-green curves represents the results with full tree-level improvement method.
The other graphical conventions are same used in Fig. 42.
Figure 41 show numerically results of s(a
2=t;NS ; NT ) and (a
2=t;NS ; NT ), respectively. In
both gures, red, blue, and green curves represent the results obtained from the Wilson, Iwasaki
and Symanzik ows, respectively. The left, center and right panels are for NT = 6, 8 and 10
respectively. The solid (dotted) curves in Figs. 40 and 41 are the results given by the plaquette-
(clover-) type of denition. Here, the corresponding simulations are carried out for the case of
the Wilson ow with clover-type of denition (red dotted curves) as same as in Ref. [64].
As can be seen in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41, for all set-ups the tree-level lattice discretization uncer-
tainties in the entropy densities are found to be much larger than that in the interaction measure.
It implies that the full tree-level improvement is more required for the entropy density. It is also
found that the larger absolute value of the rectangle coecient cf in the ow action rather pulls
the result away from the tree-level results in the continuum theory. Although this tendency is
quite similar in the case of t2hE(t)i at zero temperature as shown in Fig. 10, it is dierent from
the case of t2hE(t)iT=0 where the clover-type of denition contains larger discretization eects
than the plaquette-type of denition. From the viewpoints of the tree-level discretization er-
rors, the Wilson ow with plaquette-type denition is more suitable combination for the entropy
density and interaction measure in contrast to the energy density at zero temperature.
Hereafter, we focus on the case of the Wilson ow, which was adopted in all previous thermo-
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Figure 44: The behavior of dimensionless interaction measure (=T 4) at T = 1:65TC as a
function of
p
8tT . Each panels show the results from NT = 6 (left), NT = 8 (center) and
NT = 10 (right), respectively. The red (blue) curves represents the results obtained from
the plaquette- (clover-) type of denition. The black-dotted horizontal line indicates that the
continuum result from the indirect integral method (=T 4 = 1:23) [80].
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Figure 45: The behavior of dimensionless interaction measure (=T 4) at T = 1:65TC as a
function of
p
8tT . The dark-green curves represents the results with full tree-level improvement
method. The other graphical conventions are same used in Fig. 42.
dynamic calculations [21][64][87][88]. We st consider the entropy density which is supposed to
contain large tree-level discretization errors in comparison to the interaction measure. Figure 42
shows the behaviors of dimensionless entropy density (s=T 3) with NT = 6 (left), NT = 8 (cen-
ter) and NT = 10 (right). Red and blue curves represent the results given with plaquette- and
clover- types of denitions. The black-dotted horizontal line indicates that the continuum result
determined by the indirect integral method in lattice QCD [80]. It is worth recalling (Eq. 6.7)
that the ducial window for this case should be regarded as
2:0=NT 
p
8T  0:5
8>><>>:
2:0=NT = 0:33 (NT = 6)
2:0=NT = 0:25 (NT = 8)
2:0=NT = 0:20 (NT = 10)
(6.34)
As can be seen in each panel of Fig. 42, the results obtained from plaquette-denition are
much closer to the results from the integral method within above ducial windows. Moreover,
the consistency with the results from the integral method is found in a wider range than the
case of clover-denitions. These tendencies are in agreement with what we observe in Fig. 41.
Here, the consistent range of the plaquette-results for the entropy density at NT = 6 seems to
be wider than the ducial window.
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We next apply the full tree-level improvement method to the entropy density. In Fig. 43, we
add the results obtained from the full tree-level improvement as dark-green curves dotted into
two results shown in Fig. 42. Excepts for the case of NT = 6, the full tree-level improvement
results show wider consistency with the integral method than one obtained from the plaquette-
type denitions. We conclude that the better agreement with the integral method found in the
case of plaquette denition at NT = 6 may be accidental since the consistency emerges even
outside of the ducial window. Therefore, we only use the results obtained with NT = 8 and 10
for the continuum extrapolation. The tendencies observed in the case of entropy density suggest
that the systematic uncertainties caused during Step 4 can be safely controlled by eliminating
the tree-level discretization errors under the full tree-level improvement program.
Figure 44 shows the results of interaction measure obtained from both plaquette- and clover-
denitions using the same graphical conventions as in Fig. 42. According to our estimation of
the size of tree-level discretization uncertainties, in the case of interaction measure, the Wilson
ow with the plaquette-type of observable is expected to be better than the one with clover-
type observable. However, as can be seen in Fig. 44, the results obtained from the clover-type
observable in numerical simulations show the better agreement with the results from integral
method. Recall that as shown in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41, the sizes of the tree-level discretization
corrections are much smaller than in the case of interaction measure. Therefore, the lattice
discretization artifacts beyond the tree-level would be more serious in the case of interaction
measure rather than the case of the entropy density. Indeed, Fig. 45 shows that our tree-level
improvement does not work in the case of interaction measure.
In this section, we extend the full tree-level improvement method proposed in Chapter 5 to
two thermodynamic quantities, such as entropy density and interaction measure, in order to
suppress the systematic uncertainties caused during the Step 4. For this purpose, we derive
the explicit forms of tree-level discretization uncertainties in Sec. 6.3.1 and Sec. 6.3.2. By
using these explicit forms, we can predict the sizes of the tree-level discretization uncertainties
for both entropy density and interaction measure. We then perform numerical simulations to
measure these quantities. In the case of entropy density which has larger systematic uncertainties
stemming from Step 4, the full tree-level improvement results with NT = 8 and 10 become close
to the result obtained from integral method. It suggests that the systematic uncertainties listed
in Table 10 can be reduced by the full tree-level improvement method to a certain extent. On the
other hand, in the case of interaction measure, our full tree-level improvement program does not
work well. Through the comparison between the full tree-level improvement and its numerical
simulation results, thermal quantities may receive the large discretization uncertainties beyond
the tree-level which unfortunately can not be eliminated through the tree-level improvement
method. Therefore, we have to somehow develop the improvement program beyond the tree-
level.
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7 Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, we have investigated the lattice discretization uncertainties on the expectation
value of ve-dimensional energy density hE(t)i, which is dened by the Yang-Mills gradient
ow, and then determined the more accurate reference scale, which is required for the precision
determination of physical quantities from lattice QCD. The tree-level improvement program,
which is main topic of this thesis, has been developed for the physical quantities that can be
obtained through the Yang-Mills gradient ow.
For the propose of beginning, in Chapter 4, we rst propose the combination method, which
achieves tree-level O(a2) and O(a4) improvement on hE(t)i, in line with Fodor et al. [22]. We
found that although our proposal is certainly eective to reduce tree-level lattice discretization
errors on the quantity of t2hE(t)i, there are the lattice discretization uncertainties beyond the
tree-level found in the large-t region corresponding to the low-energy region of the renormal-
ization scale. Indeed, the remnant lattice corrections, which should be beyond the tree-level, is
found to be proportional to g2 in the small-t region, where the perturbative calculation is valid.
However, the higher orders of tree-level discretization corrections become non-negligible in the
smaller-t region beyond t < a2.
In Chapter 5, we propose the full tree-level improvement method, that can eliminate all orders
of tree-level lattice discretization corrections on the quantity of t2hE(t)i, and then demonstrate
the feasibility of our method by numerical simulations. Our new improvement program corrects
the shortcomings of the aforementioned combination method and also the ratio method proposed
in the original work of Fodor et al. [22]. Therefore, after the tree-level improvements, the
resulting energy density hE(t)i becomes very close to the continuum perturbation results near the
lower bound of the ducial window, where the operators dened by the Yang-Mills gradient ow
make sense. The small-t region, where the tree-level lattice discretization errors are dominant
thanks to the asymptotic freedom, oers an alternative reference scale tX that should have a
good scaling behavior and also be determined with less computational costs.
To determine the optimal X, we perform numerical simulations with the Wilson gauge con-
gurations, which are generated at thirteen dierent values of , that span in the range of 5.89
   7.07, on the lattice sizes L4 with keeping the condition of L  1:0 fm to avoid the
nite volume eects. We rst evaluate the value of tX for various X values and then nd that
X = 0:11 is optimal. The functional form of the reference scale
p
t0:11=a in terms of the  value
is also examined with less than 0.7% accuracy. The resulting precision level is much higher than
previous known results obtained for the scale r0=a and w0=a. After taking the continuum limit of
the scale
p
t0:11, we nally estimate
p
t0:11 = 0:0847(3) fm. We also determine the dimensionless
combination of the reference scale and the QCD scale MS and get
p
t0:11MS = 0:1040(2)(5)
where the rst error is statistical and the second one is an estimate of the systematic error due to
the choice of the polynomial regression for the continuum extrapolation. The relative size of the
statistical and systematical errors is much smaller than that of r0MS. Therefore, the reference
scale
p
t0:11 proposed in this thesis oers us to more accurately evaluate the absolute scale on
each dimensionful physical quantity measured in all subsequent lattice QCD calculations.
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There are several prospects on the future research based on the full tree-level improvement
method discussed only for a specic quantity. One possible extension is to apply the similar
improvement program to the lattice EMT operator dened through the Yang-Mills gradient ow.
In Chapter 6, we extend the full tree-level improvement method to the expectation value of the
lattice EMT operator and aim to reduce systematic uncertainties stemming from the lattice
discretization errors in QCD thermodynamics quantities. We rst examine the size of tree-
level discretization corrections appearing in the entropy density and the interaction measure.
According to our estimation of the tree-level discretization corrections, we learn that the entropy
density may receive about ten times larger discretization corrections than the interaction measure
at tree-level. We also show in numerical simulations that the qualitative behaviors of both
entropy density and interaction measure obtained are conceivable from the viewpoint of the size
of tree-level discretization corrections to a certain extent.
However, the results obtained in lattice simulations also reveal some limitation on the full
tree-level improvement method for the thermodynamic quantities. Non applicability of the full
tree-level improvements may indicate that the existence of the large discretization uncertainties
beyond the tree-level in these particular quantities. Of course, in principle, we are able to go
beyond the tree-level in the lattice discretization improvement program adopted in the thesis
if the quantum loop eects are taken into account in the perturbative way. Although such
extension is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is an important direction for future research.
Due to the large systematic uncertainties, the results obtained from present lattice QCD
simulations with dynamical quarks do not reach the precision currently achieved in experiments,
especially for searching new physics beyond the standard model. One of the origins of large
systematic uncertainties comes from the accuracy of the reference scale. The expectation value
of ve-dimensional energy can be dened not only in the pure Yang-Mills theory, but also in
the QCD theory. The full tree-level improvement program developed for the pure Yang-Mills
theory in this thesis can be extended into the case of the full QCD theory so as to dene the
more precise reference scale even in fully dynamical QCD simulations by using the Yang-Mills
gradient ow.
Furthermore, it is of importance to apply the Yang-Mills gradient ow to the calculation of
the shear viscosity of the QGP. The lattice EMT dened through the Yang-Mills gradient ow is
the only way to non-perturbatively estimate the shear viscosity of the QGP. Recently, WHOT-
QCD Collaboration [89] has reported preliminary results of the shear viscosity obtained from
the Yang-Mills gradient method in full QCD simulations. From the viewpoint of this thesis,
there is the large systematic uncertainties in the existing results unless the lattice discretization
errors are eliminated in the Yang-Mills gradient ow.
For the precise determination of quantities associated to QGP characteristics, it is necessary
to extend our improvement program on the expectation value of two-point corrections of the
EMT operator as well as both treatment of the lattice discretization errors beyond the tree-
level and inclusion of the dynamical quarks into the Yang-Mills gradient ow. Once all of three
requirements are satised, our improvement program will shed new light on the understanding
of the process of QGP equilibration.
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A Linear Least Squares Problem and Singular Value Decompo-
sition
We assume a physical quantity y is modeled by the following polynomial function in terms of
z.
yi =
kmaxX
k=0
akz
k
i ; (i = 1; 2;   N); (A.1)
where yi and zi correspond to the numerical results, N is the number of data, and fakg are
unknown coecients. In the case of the overdetermined system N > kmax are not always
determined. However, it is still possible to nd the most plausible solution of the coecients
fakg in the least squares sense by solving the following least squares problem:
a^ = min2(~a); (A.2)
where the function 2(~a) is given by
2(~a) =
NX
i=1
j~yi  
Pkmax
j=1 Dij~aj j2
2i
= jj~y  D~ajj2; (A.3)
where the matrix D has (kmax + 1)  N components and a vector ~a(~y) denotes kmax(N)-
dimensonal vector as below
D =
0BBBBBB@
1
1
z1
1
   z
kmax
1
1
1
2
z2
i
   z
kmax
2
2
...
. . .
...
1
N
zN
N
   z
kmax
N
N
1CCCCCCA ; ~a =
0BBBBBBB@
a0
a1
a2
...
akmax
1CCCCCCCA
; ~y =
0BBBBBBB@
y1
1
y2
2
y3
3
...
yN
N
1CCCCCCCA
; (A.4)
where i is the error on the i-th data of y. It is known that the solution of the least squares
problem is also a solution of the original linear equation:
DTD~a = DT ~y: (A.5)
Setting DTD = A, Eq. (A.5) is rewritten as
A
0BBBBBBB@
a0
a1
a2
...
akmax
1CCCCCCCA
=
0BBBBBBBBB@
PN
i=1
yi
2iPN
i=1
yizi
2iPN
i=1
yiz
2
i
2i
...PN
i=1
yiz
kmax
i
2i
1CCCCCCCCCA
; (A.6)
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where A is given by the following (kmax + 1) (kmax + 1) matrix:
A =
0BBBBBB@
PN
i=1
1
2i
PN
i=1
zi
2i
   PNi=1 zkmaxi2iPN
i=1
zi
2i
PN
i=1
z2i
2i
   PNi=1 zkmax+1i 2i
...
. . .
...PN
i=1
zkmaxi
2i
PN
i=1
zkmax+1i
2i
   PNi=1 z2kmaxi 2i
1CCCCCCA : (A.7)
Here, recall that A = DTD is symmetric and positive dene. IfD~a = ~y is not under-constrained,
A is invertible. Therefore, the normal equation can be solved for ~a by multiplying both sides
by A 1
~a = A 1DT ~y = D+~y; (A.8)
where
D+ = (DTD) 1DT ; (A.9)
is the pseudo-inverse of non-squared matrixD. Here, it is useful to decomposeD by the following
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Theorem (The proof is omitted).
Singular Value Decomposition Theorem 
Suppose M is a m n matrix with rank r. Then M can be factorized as
M = UV T ; (A.10)
where
 U is an mm orthogonal matrix.
  is an mn diagonal matrix with entries pi  0 and
p
1 
p
2     
p
j ; j =
minfm;ng.
 V is an n n orthogonal matrix.
Here, fpig is called as the singular values. 
Then, we show that the pseudo-inverse matrix D+ is obtained by the form of V +U . Here,
we use the SVD as D = UV T and
(DTD) 1DT = [(UV T )T (UV T ) 1] 1(UV T )T
= (V TTUTUV T ) 1(V TUT )
= V  1(T ) 1V  1(V TUT )
= V (T) 1TUT
= V +U = D+: (A.11)
Although we now have two dierent but equivalent denitions for D+, the SVD based denitions
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is preferred for computational reasons. When we suppose the the rank of the matrix D is r and
it satises r < minfm;ng, pmin=
p
max is often extremely small. In the case, calculation of
(T) 1, which is appeared in the forth equality of Eq. (A.11), generates a huge rounding error
in numerical simulation. The rank r is frequently smaller than the number of data n and kmax,
so that it is important to eliminate the eects of the rounding errors. In the thesis, we use the
following trick:
If  =
p
i=
p
max < 10
 8; then regard
p
i as 0: (A.12)
If
p
min=
p
max is extremely small, it is known that the elimination rarely aects the precise
result of fakg.
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B Energy-momentum tensor on the lattice
In this appendix, we briey review the way to construct the energy-momentum tensor on the
lattice through the Yang-Mills gradient ow [26][27]. The constitution method is based on the
small ow-time expansion and UV niteness of the correlation function in the owed eld. We
st explain what is the small ow time expansion in the following section.
B.1 Small ow time expansion
Let O(t; x) be a gauge invariant local operator in the continuum theory at ow-time t > 0.
The operator looks like a strictly local operator in the four dimensional theory when t is taken
to zero. Therefore, for t ! 0+, local products of owed elds can be expanded in terms of the
four dimensional renormalized local operator ORi (x) and the expansion coecients ci(t) depend
on ow-time t
O(t; x) '
t!0
X
i
ci(t)ORi (x) +O(t): (B.1)
The small t behavior of ci(t) can be calculated by perturbation theory owing to the asymptotic
freedom. This expansion is correspond to Operator Product Expansion (OPE) in the quantum
eld theory and ci(t) are the Wilson coecients in OPE.
B.2 Energy-momentum tensor on the lattice
In this section, we consider the SU(NC) Yang-Mills theory in D-dimensional Euclidean space.
The action is given by
S =
1
4g20
Z
dDFa(x)Fa(x); (B.2)
where we set D = 4   2 in order to regularize the theory by the dimensional regularization.
The dimensional regularization preserves the translation invariance. Therefore, the energy-
momentum tensor is constructed from bare quantities:
T(x) =
1
g20
h
Fa(x)Fa(x) 
1
4
Fa(x)Fa(x)
i
: (B.3)
The naively constructed EMT satises the Ward-Takahashi relation,
h@T(x)O(y)O(z)    i = (x  y)h@O(y)O(z)    i+    (B.4)
This relation contains the correct renormalization and the conservation law of the symmetry.
Then, we dened the correctly normalized EMT with vacuum expectation value subtracted by
T(x)  hT(x)i = fTgR(x): (B.5)
Let us consider the following local operators:
U(t; x)  Ga(t; x)Ga(t; x) 
1
4
G
a
G
a
; (B.6)
E(t; x)  1
4
Ga(t; x)G
a
(t; x); (B.7)
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where G(t; x) denote the eld strength tensor in the owed elds. Note that these operators
are similar to the traceless part and trace part of the EMT respectively but G(t; x) is dened in
the owed elds and not the EMT operator in the four-dimension. Let the gauge invariance and
subscripts take into account, U(t; x) and E(t; x) can be expanded in terms of four-dimensional
renormalized EMT by using small-ow-time expansion [27] [26] as follows:
U(t; x) = U (t)
fTgR(x)  1
4
fTgR(x)

+O(t); (B.8)
E(t; x) = hE(t; x)i0 + E(t)fTgR(x) +O(t); (B.9)
where hi0 implies vacuum expectation value and O(t) denotes contributions of six-dimensional
or higher dimensional composite operators. Combining Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9), we get
fTgR(x) = 1
U (t)
U(t; x) +
1
4E(t)
 [E(t; x)  hE(t; x)i] +O(t): (B.10)
Then, once the coecients U (t) and E(t) are known, we can construct the renormalized EMT
operator in terms of 5-dimensional operators at nite ow-time t.
We operate


d
d

on Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9). Then, the L.H.S vanishes and we can get
the following relations: 

d
d

U (t) =


@
@
+ 
@
@g

U (t) = 0; (B.11)

d
d

E(t) =


@
@
+ 
@
@g

E(t) = 0: (B.12)
Therefore, U and E are independent of the renormalization scale. These renormalization
group equations imply
q
dg(q)
dq
= (g(q)); g(q = ) = g: (B.13)
where  is the original scale. The renormalization scale independence gives the following rela-
tions:
U (t)(g;) = U (t)(g(1=
p
8t); 1=
p
8t);
E(t)(g;) = E(t)(g(1=
p
8t); 1=
p
8t): (B.14)
Setting the renormalization scale as 1=
p
8t, the running coupling constant behaves
g

1p
8t
2
=
1
b0
L  b1 lnL
b30L
2
+O

ln2 L
L3

; (B.15)
where L = ln (1=(
p
8t)2). Therefore we can evaluate U and E by the perturbative calcula-
tions since the running coupling g(1=
p
8t) ! 0 for t ! 0. In the one-loop order and using MS
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scheme, the coecients are give by
U (t) = g

1p
8t
2
1 + 2b0s1g

1p
8t
2
+O(g4)

; (B.16)
E(t) =
1
2b0

1 + 2b0s2g

1p
8t
2
+O(g4)

; (B.17)
where
s1 =
7
22
+
1
2
E   ln 2 '  0:0863575299274; s2 = 22
44
  b1
2b20
' 0:0557851239699: (B.18)
Then, we can dene the correctly-renormalized energy-momentum tensor on the lattice as:
fTgR(x) '
t!0+

1
g(1=
p
8t)2
  2b0s1

U(t; x)
+
b0
2
h
1  2b0s2g(1=
p
8t)2
i
 [E(t; x)  hE(t; x)i]

: (B.19)
The R.H.S has ultra-violet nite and dose not depend on the renormalization scheme. Therefore
we may calculate the R.H.S with lattice regularization.
If U (t) and E(t), which correspond to the Wilson coecients in OPE, are calculated exactly
and the eects of higher dimensional operators can be ignored, the R.H.S of Eq. (B.19) will be
independent of the ow time. However, in the lattice simulations, the region, from which we
can extract the physical information, is limited in principal. If the diusion radius of the ow
equation is smaller than lattice spacing, the eects of diusion is buried. On the other hand,
if the radius becomes larger than the lattice volume, diuseness feature is lost. From these
requirements, we can access the real physical information only in the following range (which is
called the scaling window)
a
p
8t R; (B.20)
where R represents the lattice volume that corresponds to the infra-red cut-o. Note that
the scaling window is based only on requirements from the lattice QCD and there are other
restrictions which come from the small-ow-time expansion and the Wilson coecients (B.16
and B.17). Eq. (B.19) is obtained from perturbative calculations and thus constrains an eective
ow-time region. Therefore, only an overlap region between Eq. (B.20) restricted by lattice QCD
and one from perturbative calculations is the the read applicability region for the Suzuki method.
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C Combination improved results in the Iwasaki gauge congu-
rations
In addition to Sec. 4.4.1, to evaluate the eectiveness of the combination method, we study
various types of tree-level improved gradient ows on the gauge congurations generated by an
improved lattice gauge action including the rectangle term. We generate four Iwasaki gauge en-
sembles (cg =  0:331) with similar lattice parameters (spacings a and volumes La) to the lattice
setups for the Wilson gauge action as summarized in Table 12. The Iwasaki gauge ensembles in
each simulation are also separated by 200 sweeps after 2000 sweeps for thermalization.
We use ve dierent types of ow action for the gradient ow|Wilson, Iwasaki, Symanzik,
and two O(a4)-imp ows (the same as in Sec. C)|for the evaluation of values of t2hE(t)i. Their
O(a2), O(a4), and O(a6) correction terms C2;4;6 are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 46: The behavior of t2hE(t)i calculated on the Iwasaki gauge congurations at  = 2:80
as functions of t=r20. The three panels show results for unimproved ows (left), O(a2)-imp ows
(center), and the O(a4)-imp Symanzik-like ow (right) (using the same graphical conventions
as in Fig. 13.)
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Figure 47: The behavior of t2hE(t)i obtained from O(a2)-imp ows as functions of t=r20 on the
Iwasaki gauge congurations. The three panels show the results calculated at  = 2:60 (left),
 = 2:80 (center), and  = 3:10 (right) (using the same graphical conventions as in Fig. 13.)
Figure 46 shows the t dependence of t2hE(t)i calculated at  = 2:80. The three panels show
results for unimproved ows (left), O(a2)-imp ows (center), and the O(a4)-imp Symanzik-like
ow (right). For the unimproved case (left panel), the Wilson ow result is closest to the
continuum perturbative calculation as same in the case of the Wilson gauge congurations.
According to the size of tree-level discretization errors of t2hE(t)i summarized in Table 2, the
three ow results move away from the continuum perturbative result.
In the center and right panels of Fig. 46, it is observed that our proposal of tree-level improve-
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Table 12: Simulation parameters of four ensembles generated by the Iwasaki gauge action (IG).
The values of the Sommer scale r0 and lattice spacing a are taken from Ref. [43]. Nconf is the
number of gauge congurations.
 (Action) (L=a)3  (T=a) r0=a a [fm]  L [fm] Nconf
2.60 (IG) 243  48 5.078(64) 0.0985(12) 2.36 100
2.80 (IG) 323  64 6.798(57) 0.0736(6) 2.36 100
3.10 (IG) 483  96 10.23(7) 0.0489(3) 2.35 100
3.10 (IG) 323  32 10.23(7) 0.0489(3) 1.56 100
ments works as well as the case of the Wilson gauge congurations (see Fig. 13 for comparison).
Here we note that we omit the result obtained from another O(a4)-imp ow (namely, the \pos-
itive rectangle ow") in the right panel of Fig. 46. This is simply because the positive rectangle
ow yields a negative value of hE(t)i in the entire positive ow time region (t > 0). The numer-
ical results for the O(a2)-imp Symanzik ow (center panel) and the O(a4)-imp Symanzik-like
ow (right panel) mostly coincide since the C4 coecient of the O(a2)-imp Symanzik ow is
tiny, as shown in Table 2. Indeed, the rectangle coecient (cf =  0:0838) of the O(a4)-imp
Symanzik-like ow is quite close to the Symanzik action (cf =  1=12   0:08333). There is a
neither qualitative nor quantitative dierence between the results for the O(a2)-imp Symanzik
and O(a4)-imp Symanzik-like ows. For these reasons, we hereafter focus on the O(a2)-imp
ows.
Let us take a closer look at the results for O(a2)-imp ows (center panel). Among the three
types of O(a2)-imp ows, the O(a2)-imp Iwasaki ow is closest to the continuum perturbation
calculation, while the other ows largely overshoot the continuum counterpart in the relatively
small-t regime (0:005 . t=r20 . 0:02). This is not observed in the case of the Wilson gauge
congurations, where the three types of O(a2)-imp ow mostly coincide near the continuum
counterpart even in the small-t regime up to t=r20  0:01. However, it should be remembered
that the lattice-spacing dependence of the tree-level contribution is classied by powers of a2=t
as dened in Eq. (4.1). In the strict sense, the tree-level improvement program proposed by
Fodor et al. [22], where the tree-level contributions of t2hE(t)i are classied by powers of a2=t,
is supposed to be valid only in the region of t=r20  (a=r0)2  0:02 at  = 2:80 (Iwasaki) or
 = 6:17 (Wilson).
In the large-t regime (t=r20 > 0:05), the dierences among the results from the three O(a2)-
imp ows gradually appear and also increase for a larger value of t. As explained in Sec. 4.4.1,
the origin of these dierences is the non-negligible O(g2na2) corrections beyond the tree-level
discretization eects. To see this point, we show the results from the three O(a2)-imp ows at
three dierent lattice spacings in Fig. 47. The left panel is for  = 2:60, the center one is for
 = 2:80, and the left one is for  = 3:10. It is clear that the dierences between these three
O(a2)-imp ows are diminished as we move from a coarser lattice spacing (left panel) to a ner
lattice spacing (right panel).
In Fig. 48 we also plot the dierences in the values of t2hE(t)i between O(a2)-imp ows as
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Figure 48: Dierence in the value of t2hE(t)i between two of the three O(a2)-imp ows as
functions of t=r20. The upper (lower) panel shows the dierence between O(a2)-imp Wilson
and O(a2)-imp Iwasaki (Symanzik) ows. Green dot-dashed, blue dashed, and red solid curves
represent results at  = 2:60, 2.80, and 3.10.
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Figure 49: Finite-volume dependence in dierences in t2hE(t)i between two of the three O(a2)-
imp ows as functions of t=r20. The upper (lower) panel shows the dierence between O(a2)-imp
Wilson and O(a2)-imp Iwasaki (Symanzik) ows (using the same graphical conventions as in
Fig. 18.)
functions of t=r20. The upper (lower) panel shows the dierence between O(a2)-imp Wilson
and O(a2)-imp Iwasaki (Symanzik) ows. Green dot-dashed, blue dashed, and red solid curves
represent results at  = 2:60, 2.80, and 3.10. These gures clearly show that the dierences
appearing in both the smaller t region (t=r20 . 0:05) and larger t region (t=r20 > 0:05) stem from
some discretization errors. Through a direct comparison of the results obtained in two dierent
lattice volumes (483  96 and 323  32) at the ner lattice spacing ( = 3:10), we conrm that
the nite-volume eects in calculations using the Iwasaki gauge congurations are also negligible
in the range of t=r20 . 0:15, as depicted in Fig. 49.
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D Generalized gradient ow
In the main chapters, we only considered the gradient ow applied to the pure Yang-Mills
theory. In the appendix, we review the concept of generalized gradient ow which is proposed
in Ref. [91] and touch on the simple application to the O(N) nonlinear sigma model [92][93][94].
Then, we apply the generalized method to CP (N  1) sigma model [95] which is getting noticed
from the viewpoint of topology. Here, we only construct the gradient ow equation in CP (N 1)
sigma model and do not check the Ultra-Violet nite of the owed correlation functions in the
owed CP (N   1) sigma model.
D.1 Necessity of Generalization
A gradient ow equation is a kind of diusion equation where some elds (x) evolve smoothly
as a function of ctitious time t. The gradient ow equation naively write down as
@(x; t)
@t
=   S()
(x; t)
: (D.1)
Note that it is non-trivial whether the symmetry of the fundamental theory is preserved or not
through the diusion. Fortunately, it is known that the gauge symmetry is preserved in the
Yang-Mills theory by the naive ow equation:
@tB(x; t) =   S(B)
B(x; t)
; (D.2)
where B(x; t) is the gauge elds in the diused space and it satises the boundary condition
B(x; 0) = A(x) satisfy the gauge symmetry. However, in general, the symmetry which is
nonlinearly realized, for example O(N) symmetry in O(N) non linear  model or the super
gauge symmetry in the super Yang-Mills theory, is not conserved by the naive representation
Eq. (D.1). A simple way to solve the unconserved problem is introducing a metric g. The metric
g in D-dimensional eld theory is dened through the owing equation
jjjj2 =
Z
dDxgab((x))
a(x)b(x); a = 1; 2;    ; N   1; (D.3)
where  is the variation of elds which is invariant under the symmetry and M is the number
of components. By using the metric g, one can dene the generalized gradient ow equation,
which preserve the nonlinear symmetry, as follows
@a(t; x)
@t
=  gab() S()
b(t; x)
; (D.4)
Note that it is nontrivial that we can nd an appropriate metric for a given eld theory and
such metrics is only known in a few eld theories. O(N) nonlinear sigma model is a typical
example and the application of the generalized ow equation to the model had already done in
Ref. [92][93][94].
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D.2 2D O(N) nonlinear sigma model
The 2D O(N) nonlinear sigma model is a eld theory of N component vector with the
unit length. The model is well known as the system which has many similarities with the
4-dimensional non-Abelian gauge theory like QCD [96] [97]. This theory contains the asymp-
totic freedom and dynamical generation of the mass gap which are crucial characteristics of the
Yang-Mills theory.
The action is given by
S =
1
2g2
Z
d2xgab()@
a@
b; a; b = 1; 2;    ; N   1; (D.5)
where
gab() = ab +
ab
1  ~2
; gab() = ab   ab; (D.6)
with
~2 =
N 1X
n
2n: (D.7)
At rst, we calculate the variation of action in order to construct the gradient ow equation.
the variation of action is obtained from the equation:
S()
b(t; x)
=
@L
@b
  @ @L
@(@b)
; (D.8)
where explicit forms of R.H.S are given as
@L
@b
=
1
2g2

2
1  ~2
@bs@
s +
2
(1  ~2)2
bs@
st@
t

; (D.9)
and
@
@L
@(@b)
=
1
2g2

2b +
2
1  ~2
(@bs@
s + b@s@
s + bss)
+
4
(1  ~2)2
bs@
st@
t

: (D.10)
Substituting Eq. (D.9) and Eq. (D.10) into Eq. (D.8), we can get the variation of action as
S
b
=
1
2g2

 2b + 1
1  ~2
(@bs@
s   b@s@s   bss)

(D.11)
Therefore, the gradient ow equation in the O(N) nonlinear sigma model is express as
@a(t; x)
@t
= a + a@s@s +
1
1  ~2
as@
st@
t (D.12)
It is proven that any correlation function composed of the owed eld which defused by Eq. (D.12)
has Ultra-violet niteness [94][92]. In the following section, we apply the above generalized
method to CP (N   1) sigma model.
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D.3 2D CP (N   1) Sigma Model
In this section, we apply the generalized gradient ow to CP (N  1) = SU(N)=S(U(N  1)
U(1)) sigma model [95].
L = (@ + iA)ui(@   iA)ui + (uiui) (D.13)
For the sake of convenience, we x the gauge by condition Im uN = 0 and introduce the following
eld:
i =
ui
uN
; i = 1; 2;    ; N   1 (D.14)
In the notation, we can rewrite the A as
A =   i
2
i@i   i@ i
1 + jj2 : (D.15)
Also, Lagrangian in terms of  and  is given as follows
L = 1
2g2
gst@
s@ 
t; (D.16)
where
gab(;
) =
(1 + jj2)ab   ab
(1 + jj2)2 (D.17)
which is classically called the Fubini-Study metric. Then, the generalized gradient ow equation
in CP (N   1) model is given as
@ a(t; x)
@t
=  gab(; ) S
b
(D.18)
where gab(; ) is the inverse matrix of the Fubini-Study metric:
ga
b(; ) = (1 + jj2)(ab + ab): (D.19)
We calculate the variation of action in order to obtain the explicit form of the generalized
gradient ow equation. At rst, @L
@b
can be calculated as
@L
@b
=
1
2g2

  1
(1 + jj2)2
b@s@ 
s +
2
(1 + jj2)3
b s@
st@ 
t   1
(1 + jj2)2@
bs@ 
s

:
(D.20)
Also, @
@L
@(@b)
is given by
@
@L
@(@b)
=
1
2g2

  1
(1 + jj2)2@jj
2@ b +
1
(1 + jj2)
b   1
(1 + jj2)2@
bt@ 
t
  1
(1 + jj2)2
b@t@ 
t   1
(1 + jj2)2
bt
t +
2
(1 + jj2)3@jj
2 bt@ 
t

(D.21)
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Then, we can calculate the variation of action from Eq. (D.20) and Eq. (D.21) as
S
b
=
1
2g2

  2
(1 + jj2)3
b s@
st@ 
t +
2
(1 + jj2)2@
bt@ 
t
  1
(1 + jj2)
b +
1
(1 + jj2)2
bt
t

(D.22)
Substituting Eq. (D.22) into Eq. (D.18), we can get the explicit form of the generalized gradient
ow equation in the CP (N   1) theory as
@ a(t; x)
@t
= a   2
(1 + jj2)@
at@ 
t: (D.23)
By taking the complex conjugate, we can get the generalized ow equation for the real elds as
@a(t; x)
@t
= a   2
(1 + jj2)@
at@
t: (D.24)
These equations are manifestly CP (N   1) symmetric and also keep the constrains.
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